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 Unlike it’s traditionally compared counterpoint, 
the Triangle, the area of space know as the Outback or 
Outmarches was not a region of space that was colonized 
suddenly, or thrust into the political spotlight as war broke 
out. The Outback was a slowly explored region of space, 
which had few habitable planets, limited resources and 

galaxy. Yet, like the Triangle, the Outback has been 
thrust onto the political stage as two great powers vie for 
expansion on the few habitable worlds in the region.
 While the Outback is as dense in stars as any 
other region of space, there is a disproportionately low 
number of habitable worlds. Currently, there are only 20 
habitable worlds in the region, and less than 50 other 
systems that have been explored or claimed, mostly for 
their mineral resources. 
 None the less, the Outback is something of a 
crossroad, where the Federation, Romulans and Gorn all 
vie for position, and others expand their hold in the region. 
Most notable of these are the Nicorri, who continue to 

several colonies, ties with the Gorn Hegemon and open 

 The the Nicorri are not the only major players in 
the Outback. Unbelievably, at one point, several major 
Orion colonies existed in the region. Long isolated from 
their home world, these minor Orion colonies have 
stabilized and become models of economic and social 
balance. 
 Also present are the Bolians, who currently 
maintain extensive trade within the region and have 
established a number of colonies and outposts throughout 
the area. Trading with the Nicorri, Orions, Humans and 
Romulans, the Bolians have become extremely wealthy 
in recent years. Even the Ktarians have established 
colonies in the region, hoping to expand relations with the 
Bolians and Romulans alike.

 

Where the Triangle is a region of lawlessness and frontier 
mentality, the Outback is a region of stability. Where 
the Triangle is rife with colonies and new planets, the 
Outback is established and nominal. While pirates and 
political intrigue dominate the landscape of the Triangle, 
trade agreements and political stability are the order of 
the day in the Outback.
 And sadly, where the Triangle is protected from 
major invasion of the three major powers by it location, 
the Outback has had no such luck, and war have come to 
the region. The Gorn and Romulans have geared up for 
war and have made the region a major battle ground as 
both vie to claim the uninhabited and easily conquerable 
planets in the region.

 The history of the planets and races found in the 

worlds in the region are believed to have been seeded by 
the mysterious Preservers well in the past. Even farther 
back, one world is believed to have been a colony to the 
DjKen. Evidence suggests that the Ancient Humanoids 
who once spread human DNA throughout the galaxy may 
have been responsible for the rise of the Nicorri race. 

primarily human dominated region of space.

were conducted either by the Orions or the master races 
who once controlled them. The Orion’s presence in the 
region dates back at least to 100 BC, possibly farther. As 
the Orions wrested power from the various slave masters, 
colonies in the region prospered greatly. Yet colonies 
remained isolated with only moderate exploration of 
the surrounding systems. By approximate 1000 AD, the 
Orion colonies saw a massive migration back to the 
home wolds. The  exodus — part of the Orion Reverse — 
reduced technology and industry on both major colonies 
in the region, and by 1500 AD, even space travel was a 
dying art.
 The Nicorri, who’s evolution paralleled many 
warp capable civilization through the Orion arm of 
the galaxy, were indeed the most aggressive in there 

into the galaxy and the Vulcans continued to explore 
many regions of space, the Nicorri also took tentative 
steps into space. By the early 21st century, the Nicorri had 
already begun colonizing the other planet in their system. 
Expanse quickly spread to other nearby planets as the 

vessel took note of the Nicorri as well as the other human 
inhabitants in the region. By 2120, the Gorn had made 
plans to trade with or conquer the local humans. But 
providence would intervene as the regions poor planetary 
systems proved far too great an investment in time and 

Even as Tellarite explorers surveyed the region, and the 

HISTORY OF THE OUTBACK

Introduction
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mission in the Outback’s direction, it was the Romulans 
who would slow expansion in the region. 
 In 2156,the Romulan and Terrans went to war in a 

TIMELINE OF THE OUTBACK
4.5 Billion Years
Ancient humanoids seed the primordial oceans of Nicorri. 
The resulting race will have 99.96% similarity with Terrans 
and other humanoids through the Galaxy.

37,000 BC

region with humanoids, some from Terra, some from 
Alpha Centauri and some from Delta. The resulting 
seeded worlds will follow their parent planets cultural 
development, although at varied rates. 

April 2020
The Nicorri achieve warp capability. They immediately 
make plans to explore their nearest neighboring planetary 
systems. 

January 2148
Gorn scouts sweep through the Outback. While they make 
no direct contact with any of the worlds in the area, the 
survey is thorough. Plans are made to conquer several of 
the more primitive planets.

2156

place directly in the Outback, word quickly spreads of 
the battles and vicious nature of the Romulan. Since few 
races had seen or had contact with the Romulan, many 
fear that they will suddenly turn their attention towards the 
region. 

September, 2198

and towns begin springing up across the planet.

April, 2206
Lurian explorers survey Astavi IV. Although somewhat 
inhospitable, the Bolians decide to settle and mine the 
world non the less. 

January, 2210
Mineral riches on Astavi IV make it a major mining 
outpost for the Barolians. Trade with other planets and 
governments begins.

January, 2239
Astavi IV’s mineral riches begin to run out. A mass exodus 
ensues.

February, 2261
Tellarite interests begin to negotiate with the Astavi IV 

commercial council for continued mining rights to the 
planet. With the easily obtain mineral wealth all but 
exhausted, the council begins lengthy debates on the 
best course of action. The Tellarites are allowed to set up 

high.

Overview of Position
 Star Fleet and various Federation members have 
had a presence in the Outback for nearly 200 years, dating 
from the early 22nd century. Explorers and settlers have 
claimed several locations in the area, and Star Fleet has 
maintained a small presence in the region since 2240. 
 The primary connection to the Federation in 
the area come in the form of various governments and 
independent members. The Andorians, Denobulians, 
Vulcans, Tellarites and nearly a dozen other Federation 
members all maintain relations with the various planets in 
the region. None of the original colonies has maintained 

extremely sympathetic. Andorian, Tellarite and Vulcan 
ships are common sights at many world in the Outback. 

Gorn has cold but civil, with the restrictions initiated by 
the accords at Clanhaven in place for the current Gorn 

common throughout the region. Interaction with the 
independent worlds in the region help to maintain cordial 

 Despite it relations throughout the region, the lack 
of a major colony in the Outback does reduce the overall 
response of the Federation and Star Fleet. Interstellar law 
becomes the major guiding factor, a fact easily exploited 
by the less nefarious in the area.

Goals
 As with most areas where the Federation has 

establishment of relations and eventual inclusion of local 
planets and colonies in the Federation. Accomplishing this 
goal has required a delicate hand to ensure that none of 
the local governments of colonies feels overly pressured 
or abandoned. Negotiators and embassy members are all 

with worlds throughout the region. Star Fleet commanders 
are also aware that they play a tenuous game with the 
Romulans and Gorn in the area. 
 None the less, the overall goal continues to be 
a peaceful presence in the region. The UFP has already 
established “favorite trade status” with several cities and 
colonies and are negotiating further trade agreements 
with the Nicorri. 

THE FEDERATION
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Planets and Governments

member worlds in the region. None the less, a number 
of colonies and planets in the area have Federation 
embassies or conduct major trade directly with the 
Federation. 

Trade Policy
 Nearly 50 Federation freighters ply the space 
lanes within the Outback. Trade in the region falls into 
two categories; vigorous or nonexistent. While much of 
this trade is based on want rather than need, it does keep 
much of the lines of communication open. Several regular 
supply runs between the now independent UFP colonies 
keep those colonists well supplied.
 Freighters and transports associated with UFP 
corporations or the individual member states numbers 
nearly 1,000. Dozens of Federation trade and exploration 

throughout the Outback. 

Military Policy

embassies and freighters in the region, Star Fleet is well 
aware of the military situation. Unlike the Triangle, the 
Federation is not as worried about a major escalation in 

and defense force in the region, including nearly a 
dozen heavy cruisers and twice that number of frigates 
and destroyers. Scouts are also numerous, with system 
surveys and exploration being a major motivation.
 Star Fleet maintains lighter vessels near the Gorn 
boarder in accordance to the Clan Haven agreements. 
Few vessels venture close to the Romulan boarder 

killer groups are posted in the region to chase pirates 
who directly attack Federation freighters or defend UFP 
member merchants in the area.
 Recently, with the major surge in Gorn/Romulan 
animosity, Star Fleet has started positioning emergency 
and medical forces in the region, attaching many to 
embassy jurisdiction or diplomatic cruisers in the area. 
One major strike force is also posted on undiagnosed 
maneuvers in the area with plans to sweep into the 

boarder. 

THE GORN GEGONOMY
Overview of Position
 The Gorn are the most recent players to the 
political stage that is the Outback. In early 2148, Gorn 
scouts made a survey of the planets and cultures in the 
Outback region. None of the races encountered ever 
similar to the Gorn, and observation of the few space 
faring races showed little similarity with the their overall 
way of life. Of the 100 or so planets in the region, almost 

none resembled the hot planets preferred by the Gorn. 
However, many planets did have mineralogical wealth 
coveted by the Gorn. Plans were soon drawn up to exploit 
this wealth. The Romulan-Terran war shocked the Gorn, 
who knew nothing of either combatant. The decision to 
fortify and slowly expand towards the Outback was soon 
initiated, saving several planets from certain conquest.
 The Gorn did set up a secret mining and agriculture 
operation with the inhabitants of Nydwell II, who had just 
entered their industrial age period. Only the distance from 
the Gorn home world saved the Nydwellians from outright 
slavery.
 Since that time, new political leadership in 
the Hegemon has changed the overall interaction of 
the expanding empire. The Gorn have opened trade 
agreements with several of the local planets and have 
even signed a nonaggression pact with the Nicorri. This 
has allowed the Hegemon to continue gathering resources 
while reducing the manpower costs for maintaining 
conquered worlds and colonies. The fact that most class 
M worlds are too cold and swamp-like for the average 
Gorn has also reduced the likelihood of direct invasion.
 None the less, the Hegemon, now fully aware 
of the Romulan threat, as well as the expansion of 
Federation interests, has begun fortifying its garrisoned 
worlds and shifting a greater number of military assets 
to the region. Cargo convoys are now heavily escorted, 
despite some protests. The Gorn have, of course, used 
this as an excuse to survey other systems, further 
increasing regional tensions. 
 Unbeknownst to many, the Gorn have also begun 
using captured vessels as pirate ships. Although the 
practice is controversial among some Gorn politicians, 
the supplemental income and resources remain hard to 
deny. If a full blown war with the Romulans is declared, 
this practice will most likely cease.  

Goals
 As with most expanding empires, the Gorn’s 

prefer worlds that are often undesirable by mammalian, 
the Gorn are able to occupy worlds that would require 

races is far less resource intensive for the Gorn. 
 With the serious threat from the Romulans, 
though, the goals of the Hegemon are slowly morphing 
to a protectorate objective. The Gorn are rapidly building 

Gorn that other’s will claim worlds that should be rightfully 
theirs. 

Planets and Governments
 Nearly all of the current Gorn holdings beyond 
their established boarder consist of mining operations 
and observational outposts. While there are plans to claim 
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nearly a dozen systems that are currently uninhabited, the 

and defend these holdings. Current holdings include 
some 40+ mining stations and over a dozen domed 
farming facilities. All of these are in uninhabited systems 
and are heavily patrolled by Gorn naval vessels. 
 Boarder worlds that are within the direct sphere 

this seemingly chaotic system, overall laws and decision 

outposts beyond this sphere are ruled by either a military 
General or exploratory mission commander. 

Trade Policy
 Originally, the Gorn simply took what they wanted 
in the region, with plans to colonize and enslave other 
planets where necessary. The new political situation in 
the Hegemon has led to a far more open relationship 
in recent years. The Gorn sense of honor ensure that a 
fair price is paid for most goods, a majority of which are 
metals and industrial materials. The unusual physiology 
of the Gorn mean that few trade or manufactured goods 
are desired. 
 Alcohol, on the other hand, has become a major 
favorite among the Gorn. And with their large size and 
sturdy biology, Gorn are able to consume quantities that 
would kill lesser beings. No less than 100 merchants in 
the Outback specialize in dozens of unique intoxicants. 
Unlike the Federation, there is no current restriction 
on sales and transport, making it the third largest item 
shipped to the Hegemon. 
 Despite their open trade policy, the Gorn have 
little compunction about taking needed resource, even 
from undeveloped worlds. This practice has caused 

Clanhaven. 
 The Gorn’s open policy has allowed them to 
garner support for some good from the Nicorri, who 
have purchased some Gorn vessels and manufactured 
goods. This relationship remain tenuous, but stable at the 
moment, with traders and brokers on both sides seeing 

trading partners in the Outback, although the Orions in 
the region have become a favorite target for “pirate” Gorn 
vessels.

Military Policy
 The Gorn have, by far, the largest military 
presence in the Outback. Nearly 200 combat vessels are 
at various locations along their boarder, with another 75 
actively operate within the Outback itself. These include 
cruisers, destroyers escorts and scouts, many of whom 
are used as convoy escorts as of late. 
 Because of the Romulan threat, the Gorn boarder 
is no longer dominated by an single clan’s vessels and 
personnel. All three clans now operate vessels in the 

region. The angular designs favored by the Hss’li are no 
longer the majority along the boarder. Vss’lrs’ and Griv’li 
Vis designs are now becoming prevalent both along the 
established boarder and patrolling the Outback as well. 
Bases and boarder outposts are primarily Hss’li design, 

bases. The mining outposts scattered throughout the 
Outback are manufactured by a number of Gorn and non-
Gorn entities. The Nicorri have become a major mining 
subsidiary for the Gorn in the hopes of solidifying their 
trade relationship. These facilities are almost always 
defended by Gorn troops and have system patrol vessels 
or combat ships near by. The Gorn also install their own 
defenses after taking possession of these facilities. 
 There are no starship construction facilities 
directly along the boarder. Three are currently being 
manufactured, but are prime targets for the Romulans 
(and others) who wish to reduce the Gorn ability to conduct 
military operations. With only a few suitable planets for 

are becoming more prevalent. Like other Gorn assets, 
these are well defended.
 Despite the large number of vessels along 
the boarder, the Gorn are surprisingly thinly spread. 
Most patrols consist of two to three vessels. They are 
desperately trying to build up their forces to counter the 
Romulan threat, which they have greatly overestimated. 

to push back the Romulan boarder. No one knows quite 

Overview of Position
 The Romulans are fairly late comers to the 
Outback - a region they refer to as the “Outmarches”. It was 
not until after the Earth-Romulan war that the Romulans 
began to expand further coreward, looking for new worlds 
to colonize and resources to capture. Cautiously, they 
surveyed worlds and prepared expansion. By 2200, 

of resource to the Triangle, and plans to once again attack 
the Federation were soon being considered. 
 Pragmatic as always, the Romulans soon 
established listening posts just coreward of the Neutral 
Zone and discovered the expanding Nicorri. While 
technologically similar, many felt that the Nicorri could 
be brought into the empire (or swept aside) with ease. 
The Romulans soon established trade with the Bolians, 
who’s home world was far enough away to pose no real 

Romulans, who soon established agreements with the 
Orions as well. 
 When the Empire attempted to gauge the 

colonization once again halted as the fear of a large scale 
war with the UFP were spoken of. The short-lived peace 

THE ROMULAN STAR EMPIRE
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accord with the Klingons gave the Romulans the ability to 
explore and solidify many of their current holdings, which 
they did with vigor. Scouts once again turned coreward as 
new resources were searched for. The boarder world of 
Torek was soon colonized, and the inhabitants of Drovan 
were given citizenship within the empire in exchange for 
submission to the Romulan Way.  There seemed few 
worlds with the ability to resist the Romulans and their 
expansion, with the Federation exploration seemingly 
stalled. By 2280, thousands of Romulans were preparing 
to thrust into the Outback and colonize or take worlds for 
the empire.
 It was at this time that the Romulans ran afoul of 
the Gorn. The destruction of a scout vessel at G’Sthar, 
which had recently come under Gorn control, proved 
that a major power was in the region. Details remained 
sketchy, and the new enemy remained a dangerous 
mystery for many years. Even the Nicorri and Bolians 
had little information on this new Empire. The Romulans 
quickly switched from colonization to militarization.  
 The Romulans are now forced to trade and 
negotiate where they would normally absorb and conquer. 
While their knowledge of the Gorn is still somewhat 

are marshalling their resources. The Romulans are also 
aware that their new opponent is far less likely to strike 
for no real gains, like the Klingons along the Triangle. This 
has placed the Romulans in a far more secure position 
as opposed to the Klingon boarder. Unfortunately, it also 
means that exploration has once again been curtailed in 
favor of military preparations.
 Amazingly, the Romulans have a presence on 
several worlds in the Outback, including those that are 
pre-warp and even pre-industrial. With subterfuge and 
a hand full of operatives, the Romulans have helped 
manipulate the situation on several planets, including 
political marriages and exploration, seemingly able to 
produce magical reports on enemy movements, seagoing 

Nydwell II have had their natural development irrevocably 

Goals
 In typical Romulan fashion, the Outback is simple 
another region of space to be colonized, exploited and 
brought into the empire as the they continue their Road 
to the Stars. Unlike their operations in the Triangle, the 
Romulans are moving far more slowly in the Outback, 
spending time solidifying their holdings rather than 
engaging in a large scale “land grab”. Trading with the 
locals has help provide some resources for the empire, 
although as always - more is needed.
 The Romulans hope to be able to crush the Gorn 
in the area, put pressure on the Federation exploration 

incorporate the Nicorri in the empire. With all these goals 
intertwined, none have been achieved, and the Romulans 
are now well aware that patience will be necessary to 

achieve any of these goals.
 Fortunately for the Romulans, few in the region 
want to make an immediate enemy of the Empire. Even 
the Nicor, who have had several minor skirmishes with 
the Romulans, have no desire to become embroiled in the 

directly confront the Romulans. 

Planets and Governments
 The Romulans have only three major defense 
complexes along the Outback boarder. While these are 
major instillations, they have only a minor presence within 
the Outback itself. Over a dozen uninhabited planets are 
occupied by monitoring forces and observation personnel, 
but no colonies are established as of yet. 
 Two major colonies are also located just inside 

become military directorships, despite having populations 
exceeding 1 billion each. 
 Within the Outback, all monitoring stations are 
outposts are military in nature - most Naval rather than 
Colonial. Only the operation on Nydwell II are non-military, 
being exclusively controlled by the Tal Shiar. 

Trade Policy
 The empire maintains trade agreements with the 
Nicorri, Orions and Bolians, although only the Bolains are 
considered true trading partners. Orion goods that are not 
traded for are simple captured by Romulan pirates. Most 

support the military buildup in the region. The Romulans 
do have one minor ship production facility in the region 
which produces their cheep and quickly built vessels that 
are traded and sold to others. The Orions in the region are 
a major purchaser of these inferior vessels. 
 The trade agreements with the local Barolians 
are one of the bright spots for the Romulans, who are 
actually receiving favorable terms for their purchases. 
The Tal Shiar does maintain an extensive underground 
network of trade representatives on the human colonized 
worlds. Nearly two dozen freighters secretly rendezvous 
with Romulan vessels to transport a wide range of goods 
to the empire. While no one is looking too deeply into 
these transactions, it would not take a major investigation 
to discover the connection. The regional Orions, long 

terms in the hopes that the Romulans will simple bypass 
them in their future expansion. 
 The Nicorri are the only local government who 

Nicorri are often caught at odds with Romulan diplomats 
who continue to attempt to garner an advantage in their 
agreements. 
 Unbeknownst to the Gorn, they consume nearly 
70 percent of all the Romulan Ale shipped to the boarder. 
Trading through Orion traders, who are well aware that 
they must keep the truth hidden, millions of liters are 
secretly traded for huge sums of money. The Gorn are, 
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Military Policy
 The Romulans have taken a military position of 

situation for the Empire. Having learned painful lessons 

are now building defense stations, ship repair facilities 
and well defended outposts on both uninhabited planets 
and usable moons and asteroids. Unlike the Triangle, 
where a number of colonies exist, the Outback has only a 
handful of locations needing defending.
 The Romulan buildup has included the transfer of 
greater numbers of combat vessels. Unfortunately, many 

years old. While the bulk of new constructed vessels are 

are more numerous and speed is essential, much of the 
Outback defense is handled by smaller gunboats and 
cutters. Romulan analysis show that the Gorn’s slower, 
less maneuverable vessels are susceptible to swarm 
attacks from these lighter ships. For this reason, many 
stations are designed to service and repair these smaller 
ships, rather than large combat cruisers.
 The recent upswing in combat encounters and 
recent capture of resources to the spinward have allowed 
the Romulans to begin constructing newer and more 

all Reman shipyard production is now being sent to the 
Outback boarder. 
 Surprisingly, the Romulans maintain less than 
700,000 ground troops in preparation for combat in the 

and Gorn physiology seems to preclude ground combat. 
Ground forces are poised to strike at the other planetary 
neighbors should it become advantageous to do so. 
Along with some 4 million planned settlers, the Romulans 
maintain a very large mobile force should they need it. 

THE NICORRI EMPIRE
Overview of Position
 The Nicorri Empires can arguably be considered 
in the most tenuous position of any minor government in 
the Galaxy. Despite having a powerful and surprisingly 
large navy, the Nicorri are well aware that they are caught 
between two major powers.

colonized several worlds directly, venturing out into the 
Galaxy and coming in contact with several other races. 
These peaceful exchanges gave the Nicorri a false sense 

Federation and the Romulans, quickly galvanized the 
Nicorri, who though they would suddenly become involved 
in a Galactic war of epic proportions. Amazingly, the war 
never reached the Nicorri with the closest battle over 20 
parsecs away. None the less, the Nicorri felt vulnerable 

the Romulans - who they knew very little about. 
 Once relations with the Federation had been 
established, minor trade agreements were soon signed, 

began to encounter unknown combatants who would 
turn out to be Orions far from home. A minor military 
skirmish between the Orion raiders and the Nicorri was 
soon resolved, and both governments wisely decided to 

parties, it further worried the Nicorri, who now had several 
colonies on worlds far from their boarder. 
 The Nicorri have since discovered that they 

have not directly attacked, it is clear that this is not out of 
benevolence. The Nicorri are aware that their navy would 
most likely be able to repel a minor invasion by the current 
Romulan forces in the area, but that they would be unable 
to replace their navy and ground force. This would require 
the Nicorri to either surrender to the Romulans or join 
the Federation, which would then disrupt trade with the 
Romulans.
 The Nicorri are now stuck in a “wait and see” 
position. Joining the Federation would most likely bring 
swift Romulan retribution. The Gorn have little need for 
the Nicorri and would most likely use their holdings as 

nervous about their position, the Nicorri hope that the 

degree that they will be able to remain independent or join 
the Federation.

Goals
 The Nicorri primary goal in the region is to secure 
their current holdings and eventually join the Federation. 

colonize several other uninhabited planets and even 
begin terraforming two marginal worlds. Unfortunately, 
they have had to shift their focus to fortifying their home 
world, colonies and current assets. While the Federation 
is helping behind the scenes, the help, by necessity, is 
limited to avoid the possible political implications. Trade 
does bring in goods and material to help continue the 
shoring up process, but like many humans, the Nicorri 
would rather be exploring and discovering than preparing 

Planets and Governments
 The Nicorri currently have x planets directly 
represented in their Congress. Each planet has a regional 
government that answers to the planetary Assembly. 
The Assembly, along with the Home world Assembly 
Representatives help decide policy. While there is no 
supreme leader, each full member world elects a single 

elected planetary leaders. The colonies are able to elect 
a single leader to this multiple personage “Assembly.” 
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the Nicorri have found it to work well for them.
 Unfortunately, several of their colonies had 
hoped to apply for full membership in the near future. The 
new dangerous from their neighbors have forced these 
colony worlds to remain under directorship to ensure that 
resources can quickly be brought to bare if needed. 

Military Policy
 The Nicorri are not a militaristic race, despite 

common to most space faring civilizations. However, 
they have become well aware that they are now poised 

Gorn and Romulans, and are planning accordingly. Most 
government leaders are well aware that the Nicorri do not 

is to position a dozen major warships in each colonial 
system, with a reserve of 20  or more warships that can 
respond quickly to overt military action against any Nicorri 
holding. Several ambitious leaders are calling for open 
trade with the Federation in hopes of purchasing and re-

ORION HOLDINGS
Overview of Position
 As with nearly every other Orion holding 
throughout the Galaxy, the outposts and settlements in 

clan oriented. Surprisingly, there is limited interaction with 
Botchtoc area planets and even less interaction with Orion 
holdings within the Triangle. Despite this, the families and 
holdings in this region of space are well established and 

 Within the Outback, the Orion traders and 
merchants are second only to the Bolians, who’s trade 
routes are older and more well established. Several 
billion Orion individuals are spread throughout the region, 
residing on multiple planets and in multiple star systems. 
None the less, the greatest concentration or Orions is on 
Orion Recedentia, the only true Orion seat of power in the 
region.
 The Orions trade openly with the Romulans, 
Federation, Nicorri and other independent planets in the 
region. They are also the major supply traders shuttling 
covert supplies and parts too and from the Klingon Empire. 
This lucrative contract is well guarded by all of the major 

arrangement. All of those involved are keenly aware that 
the Federation could easily block this underground trade 

in the Triangle are never far from the minds of family 
leaders. The fact that the Romulans would most likely turn 
violently on any Orions in the region were the trade route 

discovered further enhances the need for secrecy.
 The only true enigma for the Orions is the Gorn. 
While several outposts in the region do allow Orion 
vessels to dock, the desired goods are so specialized 
that few Orion merchants want to spend the additional 

Gorn will also attack vessels they suspect of being pirates 
without warning has further curtailed Orion dealings with 
the Gorn. 
 This has not stopped the Orions in the region 
from doing what they do best – trading and dealing with 
those around them. Several Orion cities established on 

wide range of other goods to allow trade and commerce 
to remain lucrative in the region. On going trade disputes 
with the Bolians are simple “par for the course” to the 
Orions. Because the other regional governments have 
little interest in Orion politics in the region, the green 
slave trade is well established in the area. Also due to the 
somewhat curtailed political involvement of it’s neighbors, 
the true black market in the region is under whelming 
when compared to most other areas where the Orions 
have sway.
 The Orions are keenly aware that war is coming, 

Orions know that the Romulans have limited information 
on their new foe. Few wish to accelerate the path to war, 
as most Orion families believe that several more years 
are necessary to establish improved relations before the 

unique physiology of the Gorn would make the standard 
“war-trade” policies of the colonies somewhat less 

agreements with the Romulans to supply arms and 
material without giving away their positions. However, 
the Bolians continue to be the major trade partner for the 
Empire. 

Goals
 The Orions in the region continue to solidify 
their trade agreements and grow comfortable on Orion 
Recedentia, with mansions and trade houses as elaborate 
as anywhere else in the galaxy. The major families know 

either closer to home or for the expansion of operation 
in the region. The Orions continue to expand toward 
claimed Bolian space and the unexplored regions beyond 

 The Orions do support a small but very active 

from re-trade. Only three individuals are known to have 

Most other pirate vessels are independent and hireable.
 Along with trade and what little smuggling 
there is, the Orions in the region continue to explore, a 
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recent development. Expansion beyond Romulan, Gorn 
and Bolian holdings is hoped to bring new trade routs, 
uninhabited planets and untold riches to those involved.

Planets and Governments
 Orion holdings within the Outback include small 
trade colonies on several worlds. Orion Recendntia is, 
however, the largest and most active Orion controlled 
world. Massive trade halls and shipping yards are found 
throughout the systems, as is the only Orion controlled 
dry-dock facility. Although not set up for full scale 
production, the shipyards and orbital dry docks can repair 

most medium sized Orion vessels and (for a price) the 
secondary components found on many other vessels in 
the region. Orion Recendntia also controls a major portion 
of the trade to and from the only other major holding in 
the region – Zuthrith. Many of the smaller families on 
Recendntia maintain holdings on Zuthrith and trade openly 
with merchants and shippers in the area. In a somewhat 
unusual turn of events, both major and minor families on 
Recendntia pay a private security force to maintain peace 
in both systems.
 Because the Orion’s in the region are so far 

government, with the closest being the Department of the 
Mayor of Orion City functioning as a go-between. Each 

nearly every social service being hired out to support 

sign treaties and serves as a central disposition point for 
paying private security forces and support service. 

Trade Policy
 The Orions maintain trade agreements with 
nearly everyone in the Outback, shipping and trading with 

equal to those of other traders in the area. Families are 
then able to “smuggle” products in at reduced prices in an 
attempt to undercut competition. In fact, most products 
are traded internally among the various trade houses 

handful of non-Orions are aware of this arrangement – 

Orions maintain several long-distance trade operations 
with the home world and Triangle colonies, most of which 
barely pay for them selves. 
 To ensure that trade is maintained, many Orion 
Trade Captains are instructed to counter Bolian trade 

be increased by trading other resources to counter the 

agreements.
 
Pirates and Pirate Fleets

not have the funding to support extensive covert capture 
operations or inside jobs so common in other regions 
of the Galaxy. This has forced most pirates to conduct 

activities.
 None the less, the nearly 100 or so pirate vessels 
operating throughout the Outback region do conduct raids 

margin, most pirate captains are force to fully capture 
target freighters, rather than simple capture a portion of 
the cargo. Selling these cargos often takes twice as long 
as selling a few dozen SCU of captured material. Several 
races have also become major stumbling blocks for these 

surrender their entire ship.

region, most pirate captains will team up for weeks at a 

their targets. These short-term agreements have proven 
the most successful, although many pirate captains remain 
extremely weary of their rivals during these operations.
 Most freighters are repatriated, rather than 
destroyed in a, thus-far successful attempt to keep the 
major governments for concentrating too much on Orion 
activities.

of capture or purchased vessels. A small handful of 
Romulan vessels and several older Klingon designs 
are among those in use by pirate captains. Federation, 
Suliban, Tellarite, Bolian and Nausiccan designs are also 
in use, making Orion ports of call eclectic to say the least. 

uses with high degrees of success, although how these 

remains a mystery. All told, legitimate Orion freighters 
number nearly 100 of varying deigns, while some 30 to 50 
vessels are used almost exclusively as pirate raiders. A 
further 200 vessels fall in the nebulous realm of “blockade 
runner” type vessels which operate as part time pirate 
ship and part time merchantman.
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Overview of Position
 More tenuous than any of their other holdings, 
the current Klingon presence in the Outback region can 
be attributed to sheer force of will rather than any true 
political motivation. With less than 80,000 citizens in the 
region, the bulk of which are Naval personnel, the Empire 
maintains no true permanent planet-side establishment 
and has only a handful of minor trade and repair 
agreements with local planets.
 The Klingons established a lengthy supply chain 

center of what is now Federation space, but was soon 

expanding Federation. During the later 2250’s, after the 
losses of the Four-Year’s War, the Empire was forced to 
utilize alternate trade and supply routs, although nearly 
two dozen freighter and privateer captains are know to 
have made a name for them selves by crossing through 
either Federation or Romulan space to maintain basic 
supplies.
 But by the mid-2260’s, the Federation had 
strengthened it’s position. The Klingons began to increase 
their runs through Romulan space, which created a loss 
rate of nearly 45%, far too steep even for the Klingon 
Empire. While a short reprieve was exploited when the 
Romulans and the Federation increased their animosity 
towards each other, the multi-year supply run simply 
could not be maintained. By the early 2270, the Klingons 
were forced to send their ships far outside the Romulan’s 
boarder, with only about 20 vessels sent every third year. 
Critical supplies were smuggled across the Federation 
by Orion and Nausican, smugglers, many of whom 

 Currently, the Empire maintains nine full battle 
squadrons, although most ships are of older design, and 
have been in operation for dozens of years. The 80 or so 
combat vessels are forced to conduct operations against 
established targets, which reduces the total number of 
raids conducted. 
 The primary ability to maintain its operation so far 

Imperial Klingon personnel. This has allowed Klingon 
Intelligence to trade and monitor activities by utilizing 
Romulan-looking operatives who can move somewhat 
openly within worlds known to deal with the Romulan 
government. Over the years nearly a dozen Bolian trade 
agreements have unwittingly been conducted with these 
covert operatives. 

Goals
 While many on the Klingon High Council question 

can argue with the overall results. Unlike the Axannar 
operation so many years ago, the Klingons currently 

part. This is due in large part to the discovery of a massive 

dilithium deposit in system GS-2576. With a mining group 
of nearly 5,000 prisoners, the local Klingons have been 
able to easily pay for purchases from locals as well as the 
exorbitant prices for smuggling goods with the Orions.

goal of local Klingon forces is somewhat nebulous. With 
most habitable planets currently claimed, the Klingons 

any of the independent planets in the region. The recent 
build-up of Romulan forces in the region has also made 

the Gorn are, as of yet, unaware that they had engaged 
Klingons, rather than a sub-species of the Romulans. 
 The most recent stated goal is to push forward a 

time-table of war between the Gorn and Romulans. It is 
hoped that this will force the Romulans to divert precious 
resources from the mutual Klingon/Romulan boarder and 
allow Imperial forces closer to home the chance to mount 

Federation and Gorn have also caught the attention of 
Imperial Intelligence who are now covertly attempting to 
create dissension in the region. 

Planets and Governments
 Klingon forces in the Outback have no single 
home base or planetary system they openly claim. 
Learning from the painful lessons of the Four-Years War, 
local Klingon commanders have created a fully mobile 

by the Orions. Five separate mobile bases are currently 
deployed, all in unclaimed systems. Each has a military 
governor with jurisdiction for forces up too four light-years 
from their current location. Each base is assigned it’s own 

made for tense interaction, further increased by the need 
for secrecy during most combat operations. 
 The Klingons also maintain covert listening posts 
in over a dozen systems, most built on asteroids. While 
this reduces the accuracy of monitoring activities, it does 
keep nearly all of the bases hidden from detection. These 
bases are supplied infrequently, making life harsh for 
those assigned to these outposts.

THE KLINGON EMPIRE
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Kridech-zantai-Urussig. Kridech would most likely be a 
military governor along the Romulan boarder if he had not 
requested this assignment. Fortunately for Kridech and his 
commanders, nearly all of the locals are Romulan/Klingon 
fusions, many of which are happy to be assigned this far 
from the prejudices of the core Empire worlds. Most non-
fusion Klingons assigned to the region are undesirables 
forced to make the long journey as censure for crimes or 
ambition. 

Trade Policy
 Due to the tremendous distance from active 
support, the Klingons are forces to covertly trade with 
anyone they can in the region. The Orions are the only 
ones who know of the true extent of Klingon operation 
in the region, and have no desire to risk their high pay 
by exposing Klingon operations. Suliban, Nicorri and 
other sources are traded with, mostly for food and other 
raw materials that cannot be manufactured. To date, this 
covert trade has allowed the Klingons to establish supply 
caches on numerous uninhabited planets in nearly a 
dozen systems. The Klingons continue to trade through 
intermediaries to supply high-tech equipment that they 
can not quickly get from the home world. Because of the 

is almost no black market on any of the established mobile 

and political power. The Orions are more than happy to 
keep these activities a secret as well.

Pirates and Pirate Fleets
 Because they are well aware that using their major 
warships for pirate raids would draw too much attention, 

vessels, including Orion, Nicorri, Romulan, Nausican, 
Bolian and Uridian designs, many of which are converted 
light freighters and blockade runners. This has forces local 
commanders to maintain a small stockpile of replacement 
parts, much of which is scattered throughout the region. 
Klingon commanders assigned to these pirate units are 

they can not be captured in these activities. These raids 

a number of pirate vessel assignments being dolled out 
as rewards to those who complete their mundane duty 
well. Although this is also contrary to standard Klingon 

having only minor alterations from their original designs.

Combat/Operations Fleet

includes nine battle squadrons of nine ships each. Nearly 
all of these ships are cruisers and destroyers, with only 
one wing of frigates currently deployed. No assault ships 

or troop transports are assigned as commanders are well 
aware that no captured world could be held against a major 
push from an opposing government. No large freighters 
are assigned due to the lack of open trade, although 
two dozen light freighters are used too quickly transport 
material should a mobile base become compromised.
 Two complete support squadrons are assigned, 
including repair vessels and MRF’s that are stationed 
with the mobile bases. Six wings of varying escorts are 
assigned to guard these assets, although no scouts or 
gunboats are currently assigned to the region.

although unable to move under their own power. Each 

role. Although similar in appearance to their Federation 
counterparts, each Klingon pod is able to be detached 
instantly and can be hooked to and moved by a transport 
within 5 minutes. Each mobile base can be completely 
disassembled and moved in less than 15 minutes. 
Currently, two bases are located in GS-2576. The 
remaining seven are scattered in deep space to observe 

units to the region. However, several long-range transport 
operations are underway to provide components and 

modern systems. Most feel that only after the Gorn and 

time to actually dry-dock any of the currently deployed 

of older designs, with the most modern ships being a 20 
year old design. Agents are attempting to purchase some 
100 or more Suliban cell ships with plans to convert them 
to use the slightly more powerful Klingon weapons.
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Introduction to the Outback Atlas
 Even as the Outback shrinks with the expansion 
of the minor and major governments that boarder it, 
the region remain an area of exploration, exploitation 
and expansion. Over 533 stars and their associated 
star systems are in the region, along with several other 
phenomenon. 
 The following pages contain statistical and 

throughout the region. Each of these worlds and systems 
is described in detail with information on current standings, 

WORLD LOGS
 For each of the worlds listed in this Atlas, the 
standard geographical data as well as the technological, 

there are give in a table. The coordinates of the worlds are 
given in standard NS-EW format. Following the tabular 
information, expository paragraphs are included that 
describe noteworthy facts about the world, its people, its 
history, or some other information concerning its status.

UNDEVELOPED WORLDS
 With over 500 star systems in the Outback 
region, the 37 inhabited worlds listed below are but a 
small number of the total resources found in the region. 
 Most uninhabited Outback worlds have been 
surveyed either by the Romulans or the Federation. Fifty  
systems beyond those listed below are know to have 
numerous and extensive resources that could prove 
useful to most major governments or independent worlds. 
However, full utilization of these worlds has thus far 
proven intangible, with few wishing to spend the time or 
resources to fully develop these systems. 
 Unlike it’s counterpart, the Triangle, the region of 
the Outback is far less frontier like, and more inhospitable 
than many other regions of space. The lack of class M 
worlds in the region hampers colonization and only the 
most bold and enterprising of explorers would wish to take 

 None the less, several major companies and 
private enterprises can be found in this region. The Nicorri 
continue to expand throughout the area. Hundreds of small 
mining and farming outposts can be found throughout the 
region. 
 Only a handful of manufacturing facilities are 
located in the region. Most wide scale production and 
export are from the Nicorri worlds. For the farms and 
mining outposts in the region, 90% of everything must 
be shipped in from outside sources. This has produced 
an extensive shipping and transport industry, but has 

Federation and Romulan Empire. Currently, there are 
over one thousand independent companies that transport 
manufactured goods to the men and women located in 
the region. Many of these individuals also have their own 

complete lack of full scale competition with the major 

shipping companies.
 Currently, there are no major ship construction 
facilities in the region outside the Nicorri shipyards found 
in their home system. Several hardier souls have made a 
comfortable living by operating mobile repair operations; 
however there is no established central construction or 
repair facility.
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Nicorri Empire
World Log: Brolsk V
System Data
 System Name: Brolsk 
  Map Coordinates: 0.88 S, 10.26 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: .75 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 9,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 30,800 km
  Total Surface Area: 301,700,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 68 %
  Total Land Area: 205,156,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 18 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 27%
  Radioactives: 14%
  Gemstones: 1%
  Industrial Crystals: 2%
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 998989-78
  FAAGDDF/B(C)

 Another in a long list of unremarkable systems, Brolsk is in fact 
highly prized by the Nicorri for it’s vast industrial treasures. Nearly every 
planet in the system has mineral resources that are easily exploitable. 
 Along with the industrial base, the Brolsk system also supports a 

200 years ago, Brolsk V has grown to include over 20 cities and dozens 
of smaller mining towns. The planets tropical landscape is somewhat 
inhospitable, except along the coasts, where the sandy beaches and 
mild climate have made for comfortable living.
 Brolsk V continues to be a popular destination for miners and 
industrialists who can easily earn a living. Unfortunately, much of 
the planets wealth must be spent in protecting the system. Along 
with the standard Nicorri military presence, industrial leaders, mining 
consortiums and even land barons all hire protection from a number 

and outposts are located around each planet. A major industrial 
manufacturing station is also located above Brolsk V. Nearly as large 
as Terra’s Space Dock, the orbital station is considered a marvel in the 
sector.
 Brolsk V does have a notable black market that is mostly 

pirates and trader who would rather trade on a black market than 

any one moment, between 30 and 100 ships of all size and function are 
in system. all of whom are more than willing to attack anyone creating 
trouble in-system. Many will come to the aid of rivals in the hopes of 

shoot outs are not unheard of.

World Log: Nicorri III
System Data
 System Name: Nicorri Prime
  Map Coordinates: 0.83 S, 9.98 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 3
 Number of Satellites: 4
 Planetary Gravity: 1 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 12,750 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 40,100 km
  Total Surface Area: 510,700,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 37%
  Total Land Area: 188,959,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 24 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Cool Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 48%
  Radioactives: 5%
  Gemstones: 8%
  Industrial Crystals: 1%
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-99
  AAAAAAA/D(A)

 With a surprising parallel to Terra and Alpha Centauri in its 

in a growing union of colonized worlds located close to the Federation 
boarder in the Outback. 
 The planet it self is typical of class M worlds, with beautiful 
oceans, vast forests and a host of other environs that have created 
diversity among the biosphere. The planets four small moons bring 
low but constantly moving tides that helped spur the growth of new 
life along the coasts and rivers. Diversity in the oceans is estimated to 
be 10% to 15% above that found on other class M planets. 
 Three major cities dominate each of the three largest continents. 
Each represents a seat of power for the three remaining kingdoms 
that share power within the empire. A fourth orbital city, nearly as 
large as Terra’s Spacedock, is located between the orbits of Nicorri 
III’s two largest moons. All four of these cities share architecture and 
design layout, with sweeping arches and spires the primary focal 
point. Even the open spaces of “Star City”, the local term for the large 
space station, resemble sections of each of the prime cities on the 
home world.
 Despite it’s vast beauty, there are still several scars left on 

most notable is a large abandoned city in the southern hemisphere. 

three kingdoms, and was the site of neutron weapon use. With nearly 
30 million killed in the year long attacks, the city was abandoned and 
is now one of the largest single memorials in the quadrant.
 Currently, Nicorri III is the most heavily defended planet in the 
Nicorri system. Along with Star City, there are nearly two dozen other 
space stations, as well as a large ship construction facility.
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World Log: Nicorri IV
System Data
 System Name: Nicorri Prime
  Map Coordinates: 0.83 S, 9.98 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1.05 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 13,650 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 42,900 km
  Total Surface Area: 585,400,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 44%
  Total Land Area: 188,959,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 30 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 27%
  Radioactives: 4%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: 2%
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-98
  AAAAABC/C(C)

 Nicorri IV is a startlingly beautiful world in a star system full of 
incredible beauty. While Nicorri III is full of teaming life and diversity, 
Nicorri IV has far less diversity, and yet has greater depth of variation 
than it’s partner planet. With it’s slightly heavier gravity, Nicorri IV has 
a thicker atmosphere, creating a jungle world that most Terrans would 
easily recognize. Colors on Nicorri IV are far more striking, though, 
with red being the predominant spectrum, as opposed to most planet’s 

few life-forms that have progressed beyond the insect stage. Only 
about 100 species of mammals exist on Nicorri IV. Even as far as the 
poles on Nicorri IV, forests and jungle prevail, with a short, although 
windy winter striking both the north and south poles. 

nearly 300 years ago. Since then, the population has skyrocketed, 
drawn by inexpensive land, stark beauty and resources that are easily 

being settled, and remains a key world in the Nicorri Empire.
 The current population of nearly 1.6 billion souls is primarily 
due to a mass exodus from Nicorri III. Like it’s sister world, Nicorri 
IV has dozens of major cities, a thriving economy and relative stable 
interaction with planets around the sector. Nicorri IV maintains 
separate trade agreements with numberous planets in the region, and 
in fact ended it’s colonial status over 100 years ago.
 Since it’s independence, Nicorri IV has kept three major political 
states, with citizens able to migrate from one to the next at any 
time. While the three philosophies are somewhat similar, the subtle 

maintain consulates on Nicorri III and send members to the 
homeworlds council meeting. 

World Log: Nicorri Starbase 1
System Data
 System Name: Nes Petesh
  Map Coordinates: 1.10 S, 10.02 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: .98 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 11,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 37,100 km
  Total Surface Area: 110,000,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 32%
  Total Land Area: 35,200,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 23 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 16%
  Radioactives: 4%
  Gemstones: 1%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-98
  FGGFEEF/D(X)

1 is a large support and recreation center for burgeoning Nicorri 
Empire. Established in 2255, the growing base now encompasses 
four ship repair yards, two full scale manufacturing centers and 
several dozen recreation locations all within hours of travel from the 

each support over 100,000 workers and families. Both manufacturing 
towns were completely turned over to civilian administration some 30 
years ago and have seen not only growth in military manufacturing, 

goods back to the home world.
 Petesh Township, the farthest city from the starbase its self, 
currently maintains a tourist visitorship of nearly 300,000 Nicorri 
annually, with the number blossoming in recent years. With dozens of 

and now has two nearby suburbs that also continue to grow. Military 
shore leave takes precedence for rooms and recreation activities, but 

and civilians alike.
 Surprisingly, Nes Petesh is not considered a colony, and no 

townships. Nor are there plans to settle or terraform any other the 
other planets in the system. Currently, there are 20 or so monitoring 
stations throughout the system, and ten times that number of 
equipment and supply caches. Typically, some 50 or more civilian 
ships, from tramp freighters to luxury yachts, can be found in system. 
20 or more military and exploration vessels can also be detected at 
regular intervals throughout the system. An average of 10 to 15 non-
Nicori vessels are also in-system, most near Nes Petesh V. 
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World Log: Nritashi
System Data
 System Name: Lambda Centauri
  Map Coordinates: 1.27 S, 9.60 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 2
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: .89 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 8,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 27,600 km
  Total Surface Area: 243,300,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 69%
  Total Land Area: 167,877,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 16 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thin
  General Climate: Warm Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 82%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: 3%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-98
  FDDDDDD/B(C)

 A quiet group of planets with a small star, the Lambda Centauri 
system has only one gas giant and a host of smaller rocky planets. 
The inner system has the majority of the resources, including Lambda 
Centauri III and IV, both of which have small mining outposts. Lambda 
Centauri VIII also has a small production outpost that manufactures 
electronic equipment and starship components of various type.
 Lambda Centauri II, known locally as Nritashi, is a Nicorri 
mining colony that has become the center of attention for many in the 
Outback. With a high concentration of normal metals, Nritashi also 

center for both trade and construction. The planet has two large 
oceans and a smattering of smaller fresh water lakes, several of 
which have growing cities geared toward manufacturing. Nritashi is 
quickly becoming a corporate mecca, with a number of companies 
from across the Galaxy now funding trade houses and even research 
centers on the planet. No fewer than 2,700 companies of various type 

large cities.
 Surprisingly, Lambda Centauri II-c, the larger of Nritashi’s two 
moons, houses one of the largest Nicorri military bases outside of 
their home system. Four major construction facilities are in orbit, with 
two manufacturing plants and a large scale training center securely 
located underground. At any one time, a dozen major Nicorri warships 
are known to be in-system, many docked at Command Base 1. 
 Any armed ship entering the system is immediately intercepted 
by Nicorri vessels and escorted to Nritashi. This has further increased 
the safety of shipments and commerce in the area, making Nritashi a 
growing shipping hub.

World Log: Vulkrus II
System Data
 System Name: Beta Vulkrus
  Map Coordinates: 1.50 S, 10.71 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 2
 Number of Satellites: 0
 Planetary Gravity: 0.96 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 12,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 39,300 km
  Total Surface Area: 490,900,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 50%
  Total Land Area: 245,450,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 23 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Cool Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 26%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: 1%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-98
  FFFEFEE/B(D)

 Gas giants dominate the Beta Vulkrus system, with several 
nearing Supergiant status. This has created one of the “cleanest” 
systems in know space. While asteroids and comets are common in 
over 95% of most systems, Beta Vulkrus has no comets, no asteroids 

tremendous magnetic anomalies which play havoc with all but the 
hardiest of equipment.
 In the midst of this chaos sits Vulkrus II, one of the newest and 
hardiest of Nicorri colonies. The planet itself sits between two gas 
giants that pull constantly on the small planet. So close is Vulkrus to 
the outermost of these gas giants that early surveys mistook the world 
for a very distant moon. The planets location has produced two of the 
most spectacular natural wonders in the galaxy. 
 From nearly every point on the planet, massive auroras can be 
seen year round. The auroras are caused primarily by the interaction 

shows that have made the planet a tourist destination for many. 
 Even more spectacular is the uncanny balance of the two gas 
giants on the southern hemispheres large ocean. Every year, for two 
week in a row, the ocean tide reaches some 45 meters high, and 
yet is stopped by a massive glacial wall that has been polished to 
near glass-like smoothness over the centuries. In the evenings, the 
ice becomes so translucent as to be invisible. To most observers, it 
appears that the ocean has simple stopped in a massive wall of water. 
This also coincides with a large migration of Grilinchia, a massive 

 The original mining settlement has since changed hands to 

some 12,000 individuals, the colony has halted expansion into the 
colder wilderness. Dreng’s Star Tours purchased the mining contracts 

to environmental regulations. The mining operation is so quiet and 
unobtrusive that few tourists are even aware that the industry is on-

years. 
 The remainder of Vulkrus II is mostly uninhabited. The ice 
caps on both poles extend nearly half way to the equator, and few 
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resources are found at these latitudes. The major forests are also 
very thick, with little life beyond the lichen and large trees. With the 
tremendous magnetic interference inherent in the planets location, 
becoming lost in the wilderness is extremely dangerous.
 Thrill seekers are know to take lengthy treks dozens of kilometers 
to the glacier edges where ice-climbing has become something of a 

Stike City.
 Unfortunately for all involved, Vulkrus’ unusual stellar conditions 

that several pirate bands may have ground bases on Vulkrus II. 
Further evidence emerged six years ago when a large automated 
orbital supply cache was detected around Vulkrus III. The containers 
had been secreted to high orbit near the southern planetary pole. A 

concealed location. By the time a Nicorri patrol vessel arrived in the 
system, the cache was so far into the gas giant’s atmosphere as to be 
irretrievable. To date, no one know who put the cache there or if there 
are more. 
 There is little in-system activity. No space station is possible due 
to the unusual stellar conditions. Only the luxury passenger vessel 
and mining transport are regular visitors. Several merchants do make 

and the tourist population is so transient, there is little hope of serious 
trade for most medium to large scale haulers.

World Log: GS-2267-iv
System Data
 System Name: GS-2267
  Map Coordinates: 0.29 S, 12.07 E
 Planetary Class: K
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: 1.1 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 13,200 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 41,500 km
  Total Surface Area: 547,000,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 83%
  Total Land Area: 454,100,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 21 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thin
  General Climate: Desert
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 72%
  Radioactives: 4%
  Gemstones: 2%
  Industrial Crystals: 1%
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-98
  FFEFBCD/C(X)

 GS-2267-iv is the only thing that passes for a habitable planet 
in the GS-2267 system. Originally explored by the Nicorri nearly 100 
years ago, the system remained uninhabited for the majority of the 
time due to the extensive terraforming needed to make the planet 
marginally habitable. However, 12 years ago, the Nicorri established 
a series of listening posts through the system’s many moons with a 
central monitoring base located on GS-2267-iv.
 As a cover, the base is masked by a massive mining operation, 

useless to any would-be raiders or pirates. The mining operation 
produces thousands of tons of normal metals and unremarkable ores, 
but has almost no redeeming output beyond the “average haul”. 
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Gorn Hegemony
World Log: G’Shtar
System Data
 System Name: G’Shtar
  Map Coordinates: 0.29 S, 12.07 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 5
 Planetary Gravity: 1.7 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 14,000 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 44,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 615,800,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 49%
  Total Land Area: 301,742,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 26 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 23%
  Radioactives: 12%
  Gemstones: 7%
  Industrial Crystals: 1%
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Gorn
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-88
  DDDDDDD/C(C)

 Not entirely unpleasant, G’Shtar is a Gorn world of surprising 
beauty and variation, yet seems to be perfect for the Gorn with its 
higher gravity and warmer climate. The planet was brought under the 
Hegemony’s umbrella in 2118 and has been a growing colony world 

each year, G’Shtar is now the fourth largest gorn populated world 
outside of the home system.
 G’Shtar has a very large industrial base, despite it’s average  
planetary mineral content. Within the system, there are nearly two 
dozen small mining outposts, although none produce large scale 

the southern hemisphere, which have proven excellent for raising a 

and it’s many cities self sustaining with a growing export industry. 
 G’Shtar is not a completely idyllic world, though. Several clans 
vehemently opposed to peace with the Federation (and some opposed 
to peace with ANY non-gorn life-forms) own large areas of land and 

They happily use this “platform” to forward their agenda and easily 
blame human for nearly all of the current piracy within the region. One 
clan is even claiming that the little-understood Romulans are in fact 
a part of the Federation and are conducting military operations under 
orders from the UFP. 

World Log: Rass’sgon
System Data
 System Name: Rass’sgal
  Map Coordinates: 0.14 N, 13.78 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: 1.93 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 24,100 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 44,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 615,800,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 49%
  Total Land Area: 301,742,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 36 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 43%
  Radioactives: 22%
  Gemstones: 7%
  Industrial Crystals: 11%
  Special Minerals Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Gorn
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-88
  DDDDDDE/C(C)

 If ever a planet could be called a “Gorn paradise”, Rass’sgon is 
just such a world. Seeming built for all things Gorn, Rass’sgon has 
become the most popular and second most populace planet within 
Gorn held space. 

most class M planets and boasts three large moons. Yet tidal stresses 
are minimal making most costal areas in the northern hemisphere 
pleasant for residents. Despite its massive size, Rass’sgon has a very 
small polar region, the larger of which is in the southern hemisphere. 
The region turns almost immediately to desert, an unusual feature 
for most habitable world. The norther polar region is more typical, 
changing to tundra then to forests. These two belts are the most 
thermally active on the planet. Within less than 100 km from the 
poles, the planet is a cross between wetlands and forests, much of 
which is preferred by the Gorn.

warmer areas boast a spectacular range of colors, leaning more to 
blues than traditional greens. Costal regions have more yellows than 
blues and make a stark contrast when viewed from space. 
 The native species are few and far between, with little better  than 
arthropods being the most notable creatures on the planet. However, 
in the deeper forests and near mountain ranges can be found the 
Stingtail Striker - a gigantic scorpion like creature. Externally, the 
Striker resembles a Terran or Vulcan scorpion to such a degree that 
most humans would believe they were viewing a monstrosity from 
their past. In fact, the Striker is not an insect at all, but a poisonous 
mammal. Because of their speed and dangerous nature, hunting 
these massive creatures has become a favorite pastime for locals 
and visitors alike. 
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 Despite the pleasant (for a Gorn) environmental conditions, 
Rass’sgon’s real draw is it’s mineral wealth. With above averages 
in metals, radiactives and even industrial crystals, Rass’sgon has 
become a production facility for the Gorn space navy. With over 30 
major cities and 2,000 minor towns scattered across the planet, output 
in raw materials and goods rivals any production world across the 
galaxy. Rass’sgon is one of the few planets where all the major and 
minor clans have holdings and yet live with little animosity towards 
each other. 
 Over 100 major Gorn companies export nearly 35% of the 
Hegemony’s industrial needs, so much so that thousands of tons of 
material must still be brought in to supplement the needs of factories 
and production facilities. A number of mining and processing facilities 
are found throughout the system on most of the major planets and 

production.
 Rass’sgon also boasts one of the more unusual arrangements in 
the Hegemony - a Tholian base on the inner most planet. The Tholians 
have a number of cities and several mining interests on Rass’sgal I 
and produce chemicals that the Holdfast need. While other worlds 
are close to the Tholain territory, the ease of production on Rass’sgal 
I has produced a truce between the two powers. Freighters follow 
a rigid shipping schedule through the system, escorted by Gorn 
destroyers too and from the planet. In exchange, Gorn merchants 

the Gorn to mine and extract. This arrangement, nearly 200 years old, 

between the two powers. 

or political prisoners to Rass’sgon. While slavery in the Hegemony 
remains more an indentured-servant system, military and political 
prisoners are still treated as third class citizens. Those found guilty 

centers. The misery for non-Gorn’s who are destined for this fate 
is well established within the boarders of the Hegemony and is 

 Rass’sgon supports on of the largest ship building facilities within 
the boarder of Gorn space. Various ships from all three of the major 
ship building design linages can be seen in the shipyards and dry-
docks of Rass’sgon. Component production for the Hss’li and Hrsk’ri 
are found on Rass’sgon proper, while Vss’lrs and Griv’li manufacturing 
facilities are found in orbit. The Sls’rig and Gris’tik clans ship in the 
majority of components they do not purchase in system. Shipyards 
and dry-docks are found around nearly every planet in the system.
 The Gorn have begun laying mines and other space born 
defenses around several planets in the system in anticipation of a 
major assault by Romulan forces. Shipping to and from the system 

very active shipping lane. 

World Log: Stellar Base 8
System Data
 System Name: Ggrol
  Map Coordinates: 0.45 S, 10.27 E
 Planetary Class: G
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 8
 Number of Satellites: 4
 Planetary Gravity: .93 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 11,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 37,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 437,400,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 90%
  Total Land Area: 393,660,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 25 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Cold
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 18%
  Radioactives: 15%
  Gemstones: 18%
  Industrial Crystals: 1%
  Special Minerals 7%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Gorn
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-88
  FFGFGHF/C (X)

 Ggrol, the location of one of the Gorn’s more active military 
bases, is considered by most to be a miserable assignment. Were it 
not for the vast wealth in minerals across the planet and it’s numerous 
moons, the base most likely would have been abandoned years ago. 
Far too cool for most Gorn’s taste, and with and atmosphere so thick 
as to be unpleasant, the surface of the planet is often avoided in favor 
of pressure domes. 
 None the less, Stellar Base 8 is the home of three full battle 

the boarder. Two complete ship repair yards can be found around 
Ggrol, both on opposite sides of the planet. The base itself serves as 
the main transport point for the planet, with all mining and industry 
passing through the base proper.
 The base itself is massive, even by Gorn standards. As large 
as most metropolises on other planets, the base supports vast 
communication arrays, tracking and monitoring systems for the entire 
frontier. Several mineral processing facilities are located on the bases 
edge as well as medical facilities. The main base is dominated by a 
massive dome that encloses a huge park - essentially a reproduction 
of the wetlands common on the Gorn home world. Hunting, bathing 
and other recreations are open to both military and civilian personnel. 

maintained to Gorn standards.
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World Log: Stellar Base 9
System Data
 System Name: S’ Grslee
  Map Coordinates: 0.76 S, 11.11 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 6
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 1.1 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 14,000 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 43,900 km
  Total Surface Area: 615,800,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 88%
  Total Land Area: 541,904,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 31 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Warm Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 42%
  Radioactives: 28%
  Gemstones: 8%
  Industrial Crystals: 13%
  Special Minerals 9%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-88
  DDDDDDD/C(X)
 

 Were it not for the two large military bases on opposite sides of 
the planet, Stellar Base 9 would be considered more of a colony than 

Stellar Base 9 is located on a planet rich with mineral wealth. Unlike 
other base locations, Stellar Base 9 is on a world that was subjugated 
early in the Gorn’s expansionistic period of stellar conquest. The 
natives, known as Kelk, had achieved basic warp capability, but had 
been at war with each other in-system for some years. When a Gorn 
scout attempted to survey the various planets in the system, they 
were quickly attacked. Although no match for the Gorn vessel, the 
Kelk continued to press their attack, angering the Gorn commander. 

the planet in less than two days.
 It was a Kelk negotiator that would bring peace. Miraculously,  
a minor peace negotiator named Visilen seemed to completely 
understand the Gorn’s complicated system of honor and was able to 
negotiate a peace settlement with the conquering Admiral before the 
Kelk were completely wiped out.
 The arrangement has stood for nearly 100 years now. The Kelk 
mine the rich wealth of the planet and have allowed the Gorn to build 
their major bases while the Gorn have allowed to Kelk to govern them 
selves. The Gorn do restrict the Kelk’s interstellar capabilities, though, 
preferring to keep them under Gorn control. Very few Kelk actually 
interact with the Gorn, and those that do rarely act out. When the 
occasional uprising does happen, those involved quietly disappear, 

Most Kelk are more than happy to let the Gorn have their bases and 
go about their daily lives.

World Log: Stellar Base 11
System Data
 System Name: Prs’ sgro
  Map Coordinates: 1.27 S, 14.02 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 2
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: .99 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 12,600 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 39,600 km
  Total Surface Area: 498,800,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 68%
  Total Land Area: 339,184,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 35 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thin
  General Climate: Warm Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 50%
  Radioactives: 8%
  Gemstones: 20%
  Industrial Crystals: 2%
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Gorn
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-88
  DDDDDDD/C(X)

 Stellar Base 11 is located on a primarily desert world who’s two 
large oceans are exactly opposite each other. Both are also fresh 
water oceans, who’s depth are the only known location of any native 
life forms on the planet. Because of the three small moons, tides are 

 Large tropical forests surround the two main oceans, but are 
spares compared to forests on other planets. The forests quickly turn 
to scrub and then deep desert. Although the polar regions do contain 
water ice, there is no liquid water near these areas.
 The base its self is built near the only river on the planet, a two 
mile wide river that connects both major oceans. The base consists 
of large storage areas, and a major communication center. A second 
communication center is located along the southern pole. 
 Several large town support civilian mining interests across the 
planet. Most mined minerals are transported raw to the base for 
export to a shipping port on the smallest of the planets moons. From 

Nearly two dozen freighters can be found in-system at any one time. 
On the twelfth planet of the system, a large bizarre allows non-Gorns, 
including the Nicorri, Tholian and Orion interests to trade and purchase 
the raw minerals as well as sell manufactured goods. No non-Gorn 
vessel is allowed beyond this point, and those that try to move farther 
in-system are quickly attacked and destroyed if necessary. 

possibly in preparation for a push against the Romulans in the near 
future.
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World Log: Z’rulth
System Data
 System Name: S’Sgo Z’rulal
  Map Coordinates: 0.11 N, 12.58 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1.03 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 10,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 33,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 345,500,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 60%
  Total Land Area: 207,840,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 22 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Warm Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 10%
  Radioactives: 11%
  Gemstones: 1%
  Industrial Crystals: 4%
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Gorn
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-88
  DDDDDDE/C (D)

 Z’rulth is a major agricultural world for the Gorn Hegemony, 
with cattle farms spread across the surface. More live animals and 
processed meat is shipped from Z’rulth than any other planet in known 
space. Even more so than the Klingons, the Gorn are carnivores, 
with only a few fruits and vegetables found in their diet. Since it’s 
colonization, Z’rulth has hosted vast herds of Gorn cattle , with more 
and more areas opened for farming each year. Some 15% of all meat 

Navy, Z’rulth is extremely well defended, even by Gorn standards. A 
single space station is located in an orbit of half a light year from the 
farthest planet in the system. Any ships that attempts to move beyond 
the orbit of the station is instantly attacked and destroyed without 
question. Any non-Gorn vessel wishing to trade with those in-system 
must do so at the station. 

defense force to protect the planet. At any one time, over 30 Gorn 
ships can be found in and around the system, with most directly 
orbiting Z’rulth. A communication relay station and several monitoring 
stations are located in the system as well.
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Romulan Star Empire
World Log: Defense Outpost 62
System Data
 System Name: G-Sur Rom 33-Q
  Map Coordinates: 2.13 S, 12.07 E
 Planetary Class: K
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 10
 Number of Satellites: 0
 Planetary Gravity: .47 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 8,900 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 27,900 km
  Total Surface Area: 248,000,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 100%
  Total Land Area: 248,000,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 8 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: N/A
  General Climate: N/A
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 37%
  Radioactives: 17%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  FGHGFHG/B (X)

 Defense Outpost 62 is perhaps one of the least pleasant posting 
in the Empire. Placed on the outermost planet of the 33-Q system, the 
outpost is essentially a network of domes and tunnels spread across 
the planet. Currently, some 400,000 Romulans live and work in the 
system, most on 33-Q-x itself. One of the smallest domes is in fact 
the recreation facility for ship posted to the area. The other two dozen 
domes include multiple medical facilities, component manufacturing 

large population, DO-62’s civilian population is less than 10% of those 

however, these require some gravity support due to the low gravity of 
33-Q. 
 While not a well loved posting, DO-62 is not a career ending 
post either. Because of the low planetary gravity, most posting to 
DO-62 are short term, lasting less than 5 years. This avoids much 
of the health problems associated with long term reduced gravity 
environments. 
 In recent years, the Empire has begun establishing equipment 
and weapons caches throughout the system in preparation for 

construction personnel quite busy in the past few months. 

corvettes as well as two squadrons of monitors. Two squadrons of 
destroyers are also on a rotational basis through the system. Rarely 
are there no combat vessels in system for more than a few hours.

World Log: Drovan
System Data
 System Name: Ratulama
  Map Coordinates: 2.53 S, 12.71 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 0.97 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 12,400 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 39,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 483,100,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 35%
  Total Land Area: 170,000,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 22 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 32%
  Radioactives: 6%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  CFHEDGF/B (C)

 Drovan, a beautifully tropical world, has become a favorite 

region. Drovan is covered in pristine jungles and wide beaches that 
provide idyllic locations for tourism. The plains area are equally lush 
and currently used for farming and livestock.
 A major portion of the southern hemisphere is mined with 

are only a hand full of industrial complexes, most near the mining 
operations. However, these facilities utilize less than 10% of the raw 
material mined. Because the population continued to grow rapidly, the 

population. 
 The Star Navy does maintain a permanent escort squadron as 
well as two wings of patrol craft in system. Three cruiser squadrons 
are home-ported here and often come through the system at irregular 
intervals. 
 Trade is quite extensive, although nearly all of the minerals 
mined in the system are sent directly to Romulan facilities closer 
to the home world. Drovan does trade extensively in radioactives 
with a wide range of non-Romulan interests. While the prices are 
high, it is often easier for many trade partners to purchase Romulan 
radioactives than mine their own. 
 Drovan’s population has just reached the 1 million mark. Plans 
are now underway to replace the older defense satellites and small in-
system stations with more modern facilities. Several ore-processing 
vessels and construction ships are now assigned to the system. It 
is believed that supporting military vessels will soon be assigned to 
supplement the current defense units.
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World Log: G-Sur Rom 33-C-iii
System Data
 System Name: G-Sur Rom 33-C
  Map Coordinates: 2.80 S, 12.19 E
 Planetary Class: L
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 3
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: 1.16 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 14,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 46,500 km
  Total Surface Area: 688,100,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 34%
  Total Land Area: 233,950,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 30 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Cold
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 18%
  Radioactives: 27%
  Gemstones: 2%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  FFGGFFG/C (X)

 33-C is an unremarkable system full of unremarkable worlds, 
most of which are so inhospitable as to be unlisted in the Romulan’s 
Galactic Survey. 33-C-iii, however, dose have one of the most unusual 

 The Romulans maintain two orbital stations, both of which 
support a small science research station planet side. Along side of 

tons of heavy water per year. Most of this output is used in impulse 
fuel reactors and other starship operations. 
 Because Deuterium is so common, there is little military 
presence in the system. The myriad of freighters that transverse the 
system are often unescorted. Even visiting traders are allowed to 
approach the station and planet with little interference from Romulan 

dependant on outside imports from the empire. There is a petition 
from two separate mining interests to privatize the processing 
facilities. If successful, shipping to and from the system may increase 

World Log: G-Sur Rom 33-D-vi
System Data
 System Name: G-Sur Rom 33-D
  Map Coordinates: 2.32 S, 12.45 E
 Planetary Class: E
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 6
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 0.9 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 11,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 37,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 415,500,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 100%
  Total Land Area: 415,500,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 16 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: N/A
  General Climate: N/A
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 48%
  Radioactives: 23%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: 12%
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  FBADDEH/A (B)

 33-D-vi is a well established mining world who’s output of hull-
grade metals is nearly as valuable as it’s industrial crystal output. 
Pressure domes and deep mining shafts cover much of 33-D-vi, with 
some 400,000 miners and their support dotted across the surface of 
the planet.
 Because of it’s age and the wealth attributed to the planet, 33-
D-vi has lost much of it’s unpleasant frontier-style environment since 
it’s founding. Domiciles are more reminiscent of the clasical Romulan 
style than with the usual dreary mining town utility. Several locations 
sport popular recreation facilities as well as educational centers. The 

technicians required to maintain the system.
 Amazingly, there is no processing facility or industrial capability 
on-planet or in the system. All mineral wealth is shipped out of the 
system, often under heavy guard. 
 Because of it’s wealth, 33-D is a popular target for raiders. 
Nearly 1/3 of all outbound shipments are harassed in some way. 
Despite these attacks, the empire has only detailed a small contingent 
of combat vessels to the area. Private combat vessels do provide 
protection for some shipments, with many defense vessels being re-
armed older military surplus. 
 Currently, the Star Navy is construction not one - but three large 
stations in orbit of 33-D, with main control of the expanding defense 
force based at 33-D-vi. It is unknown if a large military base will be 
built on the surface or if an orbital defense platform will be built. 
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World Log: G-Sur Rom 33-F-viib
System Data
 System Name: G-Sur Rom 33-F
  Map Coordinates: 2.20 S, 11.39 E
 Planetary Class: P
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 7-b
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: 0.93 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 11,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 37,100 km
  Total Surface Area: 438,000,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 31%
  Total Land Area: 135,600,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 31 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thin
  General Climate: Arctic
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 23%
  Radioactives: 15%
  Gemstones: 5%
  Industrial Crystals: 7%
  Special Minerals: 3%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  GBAEHFG/A (B)

 33-F-viib is the largest moon of the second largest gas giant in 
the 33-F system, and is the only established permanent presence the 
Romulans currently have in the system. Extremely large for a moon, 
33-F-viib is inhospitable and moderately hazardous. Three major 
mining operations dominate the scarred and mostly frozen planet. 
Two thick and dense deciduous forests are located some 100 miles 
north and south of the pole regions. A convective sea circumnavigates 
nearly the entire planet, with the remaining regions locked in a nearly 
frozen state. The thin atmosphere requires breathing apparatus for 
prolonged exposure on the surface. 
 The main mining complex is supported by a space station used 
to load the raw mined ore. Because of the heavy radiation from 
33-F-vii, nearly all of the raw material is shipped out of the system for 
processing.
 33-F-viib’s real wealth lay in its industrial crystal and special 
minerals. Combined, these riches not only allow the mining operations 

to several near by systems who trade the miners and administrators. 
 Because of it’s wealth, the Empire is forces to detail combat 
resources to this region. Most of these assets spend their time 
patrolling the entire 33-F system, only occasionally stopping at the 
33-F-viib when needed. Most of the mining towns across the planet 
are little better than run down frontier hovels, with only the hardiest 
of workers staying on beyond their initial contract term. Because 
of the variety of wealth on the planet, contracts - both private and 
government - are lucrative for those who take them. No one is under 
the illusion, though, that such a contract is easy or comfortable.

World Log: G-Sur Rom 33-G-v
System Data
 System Name: G-Sur Rom 33-G
  Map Coordinates: 2.03 S, 11.64 E
 Planetary Class: Q
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: 0.44 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 10,100 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 31,800 km
  Total Surface Area: 320,500,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 81%
  Total Land Area: 260,000,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 15 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Extreme Cold
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 25%
  Radioactives: 21%
  Gemstones: 1%
  Industrial Crystals: 12%
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  ECBFFGE/B (B)

 33-G-v is not so much an inhabited world as an automated 
mining center. There is no permanent ground facility anywhere on 
this frigid world, who’s terrestrial atmosphere is unpleasant to most 
Romulans. 33-G-v’s gravity is low enough that prolonged exposure 
requires either preventative medical care or after-care for those few 
who stay planet-side for lengthy periods of time.
 The planet is covered in rolling hills and several small seas, 
around which grow extremely hearty lichen. The soil across the planet 
(and under the permafrost) is incredibly loose, requiring minimal 

allowed complete autonomous machine mining to become the norm 
across the planet, with technicians repairing the few breakdowns and 
monitoring the operations on a weekly basis. 
 While lucrative, mining operations here are incredibly dull, even 
by Romulan standards. The main orbital station is cramped and has 
inadequate recreational facilities. Crew quarters are also sparse. The 
planet has no real interest and no distinguishing features, making 
planetary visits dull as well. Only the weekly visits by the patrolling 
combat squadron breaks the monotony. Miners and engineers from 
the small base take turns “dining” aboard the various starship that 
stop in to make their regular check. The only other relief for those 
who work here is the arrival of the transports that take the mined ore 

 Unbeknownst to nearly everyone in the system, the Tal Shiar 
does maintain a listening post closer to the main star. This post 
remain quiet at all times and is tasked with monitoring both the hostile 
broadcasts of enemy’s of the empire and interpreting the internal 
communiqués of Romulan citizens. Only the commander of the 
squadron assigned to the are is aware of this base. No one on the 
base will break radio silence for anything short of total war.
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World Log: Romulan Star Base 31
System Data
 System Name: G-Sur Rom 33-R
  Map Coordinates: 2.21 S, 10.78 E
 Planetary Class: D
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 13
 Number of Satellites: 0
 Planetary Gravity: 0.16 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 340 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 1,100 km
  Total Surface Area: 400,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 100%
  Total Land Area: 400,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 39 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: N/A
  General Climate: N/A
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 4%
  Radioactives: 1%
  Gemstones: 1%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  HFGHFFF/A (X)

 Romulan Star Base 31 is considered one of the premier forward 
assignments for many in the Romulan Star Navy. Constructed on 
and within the outermost planetesimal of the 33-R system, this base 
houses some 15,000 Romulan military personnel and a further 5,000 
civilians who work in various positions around the base. The base 
itself has three major repair hangars carved into the rock face, and 
uses powerful tractor beams to negate the minor gravity of 33-R-xiii
 As with other Romulan military bases, Star Base 31 is only 
part of a larger chain of support systems found in and around 33-

are located just beyond the base’s orbit. These require constant 
monitoring with nearly a full 1/3 of base personnel dedicated to this 
operation. Several gunboat squadrons are also assigned to the base, 
as is a full combat wing of heavy cruisers.

two separate hydroponics sections that can support the full base 
complement each. This allows the surplus to be used to re-supply 
passing patrols and vessels. R-33-xiii, nor any of the other planets 

manufacturing plant, and so all components for the base and repairs 
to patrolling vessels must be shipped in and restocked after use. 
 There are current plans to build a major communication and 
monitoring array further in system. To support this, the base is 
currently being expanded to house a further 10,000 construction and 
engineering workers within the next 2 years. 

World Log: Romulan Star Base 34
System Data
 System Name: G-Sur Rom 33-W
  Map Coordinates: 2.35 S, 14.00 E
 Planetary Class: C
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 3
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 0.46 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 6,300 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 19,800 km
  Total Surface Area: 124,700,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 100%
  Total Land Area: 124,700,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 11 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: N/A
  General Climate: N/A
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 9%
  Radioactives: 6%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  GGHFHFG/B (X)

 Romulan Star Base 34 is built on the surface of a desolate solid 
rock that is perfect for the massive communication array that was 
built along with the base. There are several repair stations in orbit as 
well as a fully independent hydroponics station on the opposite side 
of the small planet. Two full sections of the base are devoted to troop 
barracks, including low-g training facilities.
 The bases main weapons have yet to be upgraded. They 
remain almost 20 years old in design and capability, yet are still quite 
capable of defending the base and vessels in low to medium orbit. 
The defense satellites have been upgraded recently, however, further 
deterring aggression against the base. The remainder of the ground 
facilities are typical in both layout and capabilities to most Romulan 
bases. 
 The remainder of the system is also typical, with several covert 
listening posts built on asteroids and moons across 33-W. Several 
weapons and supply caches are also located in-system,
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World Log: Szotan V
System Data
 System Name: Szotan Prime
  Map Coordinates: 3.49 S, 14.02 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 4
 Planetary Gravity: 1.04 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 13,200 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 42,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 548,000,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 53%
  Total Land Area: 291,100,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 31 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Warm Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 34%
  Radioactives: 26%
  Gemstones: 20%
  Industrial Crystals: 3%
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  HHFGHGG/A (X)

 Szotan is one of the few Romulan worlds to peacefully become 
full members of the Empire. In the very early days of the Szotan’s 
foray into space, they encountered the Corillians, an aggressive 

sheer numbers, and fears that the Corillians would return galvanized 

Romulan scout, hunting Corillian outposts, came across a damaged 
Szotan ship. The captain of the Szotan ship promised wealth and 
riches if the Romulan, who’s technology was clearly on par with the 
Corillians, would help defend their home planet.
 A team of Romulan negotiators quickly established a 
“protectorate” status for the Szotan’s, and they have happily traded 

since. The Romulans have three manufacturing plants on the planet, 
as well as several outposts through the system. The Szotan are 
happy to quietly go about their business, using their planets wealth to 
maintain their status with the Empire.
 Only a handful of dissidents voice their opposition to the 
arrangement. While these voices are not openly quieted, the provincial 
Romulan leadership does bring pressure to keep the dissidents low 
key. Tal Shiar operatives are not above “quieting” individuals who do 
not seem to get the hint.
 Because the Szotan are unaware of the true value of their 
mineral wealth, the provincial leadership for Szotan V is happy with 
the current output of raw materials traded to the Empire. However, the 

could create a situation. An entire legion of troops is ready to pacify 

with the Szotan’s. 

World Log: Torek
System Data
 System Name: Rav’ Salosa
  Map Coordinates: 2.55 S, 13.54 E
 Planetary Class: L
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 7
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1.08 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 13,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 43,500 km
  Total Surface Area: 598,000,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 21%
  Total Land Area: 125,600,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 25 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Cold
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 45%
  Radioactives: 11%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Romulan
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-99
  GGGFHFH/C (X)

 Were it not for the vast mineral wealth, Torek would most likely 

for most Romulans, and only the heartiest of terraformers even bother 
living on the actual planet. An orbital semipermanent base is currently 
used to house most of the miners and technicians that currently work 
the Torek facilities. A second orbital manufacturing facility currently 
produces a number of components and a vast array of low-tech 
consumer goods sent to the home world and other planets within the 
Empire.

on specially designs corporate starships. These two cruiser are used 
as escorts for the freighters that frequent both the mining operations 
and the factory station.
 Unbeknownst to most in the system, the Navy has established a 
large number of caches of support equipment. Nearly a dozen moons 
and asteroids have supplies that could support an estimated two 
years of continuous military operation if need be. Once per month 
a Naval cruiser is detailed to check on these caches, auspiciously 
under the cover of checking monitoring stations in the system.
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Independent Worlds
World Log: Astivi IV
System Data
 System Name: Astivi
  Map Coordinates: 2.01 S, 13.98 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1.1 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 10,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 33,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 346,400,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 74%
  Total Land Area: 256,336,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 19 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thin
  General Climate: Desert
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 19%
  Radioactives: 7%
  Gemstones: 6%
  Industrial Crystals: 4%
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Barolian)
 Technological./Sociopolitical Index: 999995-98
  EDDDDDD/C(C)

 The Astivi system is a small, unremarkable group of rocky 
planets, only one of which supports life. Amazingly, there are no 
asteroids and gas giants in the system. Of the seven planets in the 
system, Astivi IV is the largest, and is the only world with a settlement.
 Where Akysil IV is a tropical paradise, Astivi IV is a desert 
wasteland. Were it not for a single deep ocean in the southern 
continent, the Barolians most likely would have never settled the 

considered something of a boom-town-gone-bust, with a sad tale of 
dried up claims and played out veins that any Terran historian of the 
early American gold rush would recognize. 
 The initial planetary survey was contracted out by the Barolians 
in 2206, shortly after they began expanding their territory. Explorers 
who scanned the planets surface reported vast deposits of Duranium 
and  Rodinium. A second long range probe the following year 

made to send miners and settlers rather than a third costly survey. 
 Upon arriving on the planet, it was quickly determined that 
the vast deserts could not be terraformed into workable farmland. 
While the large ocean did support aquatic life and algae like plants, 
it was decided that shipping in materials would be less costly than 
establishing support industries for the colonists. To encourage 
settlement, hefty bonuses were issued to colonists and businesses as 
well. By 2220, nearly 500,000 Bolians and 100,000 non-Bolians has 
settled on the planet. Two large transit stations were towed to high 
orbit and several processing plants were built. Eventually, a total of 10 
minor cities and two major metropolises were built. The transportation 
industry soon eclipsed the mining and processing companies, with 
shipping to and from Astivi IV a major investment. Trade with several 

neighbors brought riches to many Barolians and their home world. 
But in 2230, is was discovered than nearly every mine on the planet 
would be played out in less than 30 years, with many closing down 
in less than 10. Mass exodus ensued, and by 2240, the population 
dropped from 1.6 million to less than 250,000. Fortunately for those 
who remained, the mass exodus took with it nearly every part 
time miner and claim jumper who had come to Astivi IV. While the 
population continues to decrease, those that remain are able to make 
a viable living. None the less, Astivi IV must import nearly everything 
that the inhabitants need, often at exorbitant prices. 

corporate leaders in an attempt to secure the remaining mineral rights 
for the far less valuable normal metals and radioactive materials that 
are still prevalent on the planet. While these materials are harder to 
get at than on other planets, they do represent a possible investment 
return for the families and corporations that still remain on Astivi IV. 
 As part of the initial purchase interest, Tellarite companies 
agreed to terraform the planet, starting with the coastlines. In the past 
20 years, much of the original desert area as become grasslands. 
However, without constant maintenance, the desert would reclaim the 
ares within months. 
 Recent Gorn interests in the industrial crystal market on Astivi 
IV has further complicated the issue, as has the ever shrinking 
population. Now at less than 90,000 Baroilians, the home world 
has pulled further funding of the colony. The Barolians have also 

Gorn and Romulans poised to engulf the outback, many believe that 
Astivi IV will be completely abandoned in less than ten years.
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World Log: Guzin VIII-b
System Data
 System Name: Guzin
  Map Coordinates: 0.71 S, 10.09 E
 Planetary Class: K
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 8-b
 Number of Satellites: 0
 Planetary Gravity: .34 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 6,400 km
  Equatorial Circumference: km
  Total Surface Area: sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 81 %
  Total Land Area: sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 17 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thin
  General Climate: Desert
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 35%
  Radioactives: 6%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: 5%
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Ktarian)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 889993-87
  EDDDDDD/B(C)

 The Guzin systems is violent, crowded and considered by many 
to be too inhospitable to support colonization. None the less, one 
moon of the eighth planet is indeed a Katarin colony, one of their 
most distant holdings. 
 The majority of the Guzin system is strewn with dust, asteroids 

to explore except with the most sophisticated starships. The inner 

does have a single dilithium vein, but the planet is covered in liquid 
methane and a thick, corrosive atmosphere. However, Guzin VIII-b, 
the second moon of the eighth planet, does have a thin but breathable 
atmosphere. 

across their surface, Guzin VIII-b is one single large desert. While a 
massive, shallow ocean does exist, only algae grow in it’s hot waters. 
There seems to be no other know life-forms on the planet, other than 
the Katarin’s them selves.
 The planet supports one major city and three smaller mining 
town, all dedicated to mining Nitrium. Mining the mineral is extremely 

all the but central equator of the planet. While these sweeps only 
produce beta level radiation, the lengthy periods of exposure can 

place, only the hardiest of souls venture beyond the protection of the 
natural magnetic shielding of the equator.
 Despite outward appearances, it is not mining that brings in the 
majority of wealth to the inhabitants of Guzin VIII-b, but support of 
piracy within the region. Because of the large amount of orbital debris, 
high radiation and dust content, the Guzin system is a favorite for 
Katarin raiders, as well as Orions, Mazzarites and Nausiccans. Of the 
65,000 inhabitants of Guzin VIII-b, it is estimated that only 10% are 
in fact legitimate businessmen and miners. The remainder deal with 
either pirates directly or with the support system for the black market. 
 Surprisingly, there is a Katarin military force in the system. 

with another squadron based on a small orbital monitoring systems in 
orbit of Guzin VIIII. Three destroyers are also known to operate in and 
around the system.

 About six months ago, the Gorn made a major advance into the 
system, angered by several attacks on their shipping. In typical Gorn 
fashion, they attacked the local warships, believing them to be the 

over a dozen other pirate vessels out of hiding, several of whom 
have not returned to the system. While the Gorn underestimated the 

the evacuation of a listening post in the far outer reaches of the 
system. The Gorn destroyed the post, leaving the system without any 
early warning capability. With politics drawing their attention to the 

Outback, no one is quite sure if the Gorn will launch a follow up attack 
or simply walk away. Visitors to Guzin VIII-b will note an edginess to 
it’s citizens. 
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World Log: Independence
System Data
 System Name: Sustus
  Map Coordinates: 1.77 S, 12.24 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 1
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: .93 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 12,000 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 37,700 km
  Total Surface Area: 452,400,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 37%
  Total Land Area: 167,388,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 22 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 35%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: 3%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999999-88
  DDDDDDD/B(C)

 Sustus is perhaps one of the strangest stars in the known 
universe. A typical K class star, there should be a large planetary 
system surrounding the primary, but instead there is only planet -  
Independence. 
 Perfectly tailored made for humans, Independence is the home 
to a group of Alpha Centuarians who left their planet some 130 years 
ago. Since that time, the population has exploded, soaring from 
20,000 to nearly 2 million.
 Despite breaking ties with their home world and the Federation as 
a whole, Independence still maintains contact with many Federation 
worlds, and trade is robust and well established. It is the natural 
beauty of Independence that draws many to this tropical paradise. 
Risa is often compared with Independence as locations for rest and 
relaxation. With vast oceans and large beaches scattered across the 
planets surface, the temperature is surprisingly consistent through 
most of both hemispheres. Even the extremes at the poles are mild 
when compared to other class M planets.
 Because of it’s overall lack of high value resources, there is 
virtually no crime in the Sustus system. The ties with the Federation 
allow for Star Fleet vessels as well as other major government vessels 
to traverse the system unrestricted. At any given time, nearly a dozen 
ships are in orbit around Independence, although there is no space 
station or even space control center.

World Log: Isco IV
System Data
 System Name: Isco
  Map Coordinates: 1.39 S, 11.18 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 1.2 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 15,300 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 48,100 km
  Total Surface Area: 735,400,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 74%
  Total Land Area: 544,196,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 28 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Cool Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 31%
  Radioactives: 24%
  Gemstones: 4%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 343422-57
  BCAADAA/B(D)

 Isco is another planet seeded by the Preservers some 23,000 
years ago. The planet is somewhat unique in it’s multi-racial makeup, 
but continues to follow the standard evolution of most class M 
worlds. The planet supports a large number of human who seem 

tolerable, and the population has grown past 18 million. 
 Isco IV does have several small oceans, although there is a vast 
reserve of underground fresh water. Forests, similar to the deciduous 
forests of Terra and Edo cover much of the planets land masses. 
Three major mountain ranges run north to south, creating unusual 
weather patterns.
 The majority of the population in the northern hemisphere have 
entered the “industrial” age, with much of the region now habilitated 
thanks to steam power. Unfortunately, the large island nation of 
Zchelie in the southern hemisphere had originally fallen victim to 
Orion pirates, who have kept a large mining facility in operation there 
for nearly 50 years. To keep their operation quiet, and prevent too 
much inquiry from the natives, the Orions will destroy any boat sailing 
near the island, and have captured anyone unfortunate enough to 
land there. Amazingly, it is the Romulans who have taken an interest 
in driving the Orion warlord from the planet, although from no sense 
of benevolence. The operation is so perfectly set up than anyone 

have been nearly a dozen skirmishes between the local Orion pirate 
vessels and Romulan gunboats. Should the Romulans eventually win 
this skirmish war, the entire planet may be conquered as a matter 
of policy. With Romulan interest has come Gorn interest, which may 
spell even more of a disaster for the planet.
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World Log: Kenth III
System Data
 System Name: Kenth
  Map Coordinates: 1.87 S, 13.40 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 3
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: 1.1 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 14,000 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 44,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 615,800,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 31%
  Total Land Area: 190,898,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 26 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Warm Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 13%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” 2%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999999-88
  ECBBCBB/B(C)

 Kenith III is a quiet, out of the way world in a quiet part of the 
galaxy that has slowly grown over time. The system itself has only 
5 planets, with the third being the only one marginally capable of 
supporting life. With large oceans and a wide range of climates, Kenth 
III is similar to other stable class M planets except for it’s three moons. 
While the three moons are moderate in size, they do cause 50 foot 
tides three times per day. Fortunately, these tides are not violent, and 
the inhabitants have since harnessed the tidal forces, reducing the 
need to purchase outside power or support.
 The colony was originally settled by Federation citizens who 
eventually broke from the UFP to remain independent of some trade 
laws that many felt were unfair. Since that time, Kenth has become 
less isolated, and some are now talking about re-establishing formal 
ties with the Federation.
 Two major cities are located on Kenth. The remainder of the 
population live on large farms scattered across the planet. Some 
500 farms grow a variety of agricultural resources, with nearly 30% 

a wide range of items are imported to Kenth, making the system 
a popular destination for tramp freighters and smaller business 
opportunities. With most exports of only moderate value, piracy in the 
region is nearly non-existant.
 What mining is done on the planet is controlled by Grupharg 
Resource Acquisition, a Tellarite mining interest. While GRA pays 
well, mining is still secondary to agriculture as the major export. None 
the less, nearly two dozen transports are in orbit of Kenth at any 
one time. System defense is spares, with only a half dozen Tellarite 
military vessels purchased by Grupharg currently in active service.

World Log: Kygij IV
System Data
 System Name: Kygij
  Map Coordinates: 1.83 S, 11.61 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 1 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 12,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 39,300 km
  Total Surface Area: 490,900,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 41%
  Total Land Area: 201,269,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 23 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Warm Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 37%
  Radioactives: 3%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: 2%
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Barolian)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999995-98
  EDDDDDD/B(C)

 The Kygij system has become a major Barolian mining and trade 
center within the region. With sever rocky planets, all supporting large 
deposits of various minerals, the system continues to attract fortune 
seekers and corporate interest on a large scale. Currently, there are 
over 40 mining outposts scattered through the system. Five major 
manufacturing stations are also located in system, with output rivaling 

freighters transport raw ore from the system across the quadrant,
 Kygij IV, conversely, has a very light mining presence, with most 
of those living on the planet working in administration, manufacturing 
and agriculture. With nearly 10,000 new citizens arriving yearly, 
Kygij IV has one of the most robust ecosystems of any colony in the 
Outback. With a wide range of planetary environments, Kygij IV is 
rapidly becoming a major population center. Nearly a dozen cities are 

youthfulness, and the need to support the large in-system mining 

 Kygij IV is also one of the few planets in the region with fully 
starship manufacturing capability. With seven dry-docks, and 
nearly a half dozen more planned, Kygij IV can support repair and 
full construction of various ships from multiple races. Currently, the 
Borolian government is the major contractor for ship construction, 
with the local Orions being second. Repairs and upgrades to regional 
Orion vessels have become a major source of income for the local 
construction consortium.
 As with other Barolian outposts, Kygij IV retains its exclusive 

system. Nearly 1/3 of the thirty or so combat vessels in the system at 
any one time are Romulan or of Romulan manufacture. The Romulans 
maintain two mining outposts in system, as well as a manufacturing 
center and research station on the inner planet. Much of the mining 
equipment used by the Barolians is of Romulan manufacture. 
Unfortunately, as with other planets in the region, this relationship has 
garnered unwanted attention from the Gorn in recent years. There 
is currently no formal relations between the Kygij citizenry and the 
Gorn Hegemony. Pressure from the Romulans has kept any true 
formalization of relations from solidifying. Several month ago, the 
Barolian’s became aware that the Gorn were planning a major action 
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against the Romulan mining interest in the system. This has ramped 
up the tension in the area, with the Kygij requesting heavier defense 
vessels from Barolia as well as hiring Nausican mercenaries as in-
system defense forces. While few on Kygij IV are aware of the true 
precarious nature of the growing tension, ship captains, traders and 
mining administrators throughout the system are well aware of the 
dangers.
 The Romulans, in agreement with the Barolian home world, 
have transferred two heavy squadrons into the system, keeping 
them cloaked at all times. This force supplements the half dozen 
older vessels assigned to escort duty in and around Kygij. The Kygij 
IV ruling council is unaware of this, and the Romulans are willing to 
keep this fact from the local administrators. All involved are aware 
that such a powerful combat force would provoke the Gorn into major 
action immediately. The Romulans are planning on sending a third 
heavy squadron to the system, but have been forced to divert combat 
vessels to more direct confrontations. 
 Amazingly, Kygij does have a small Federation presence on 
the planet. A single diplomatic cruiser is stationed in the system, and 
a small embassy of roughly 500 UFP citizens are on planet. While 
there have been no hostilities among the various races, the Orions 
have protested the presence of the cruiser. This is primarily to draw 
attention away from the small black market that exists in system. 
Were the Federation not followed by either Barolian or Romulan 
vessels, they would most likely easily chase down the few light Orion 
vessels that bring in contraband items. 

World Log: New Boril
System Data
 System Name: Klgichvia
  Map Coordinates: 2.12 S, 9.89 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 1.3 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 16,600 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 52,200 km
  Total Surface Area: 865,700,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 59%
  Total Land Area: 510,763,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 31 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 35%
  Radioactives: 11%
  Gemstones: 5%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals” Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Barolian)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999995-98
  BBBABCC/C(C)

of the Barolians in recent years. As a planet gone bust, the entire 

than 30 years. When originally surveyed, New Boril was thought to 
be a mineralogical paradise, with a wide range of resources easily 
claimed. Unfortunately, the entire systems planetary dynamic proved 
dangerous, and nearly every attempt to establish a major colony met 
with disaster.
 While New Boril was not in it self an unpleasant world, the original 

constantly damaged the planet. During the system formation, a rogue 
planet was caught in New Boril’s elliptical orbit. Although the rogue 

bombardment every three years. Plant life on the tropical planet has 

less than 20 years - a incredible rarity in the universe. None the less, 

these meteor showers. Several small bases were nearly wiped out 
in the early years of colonization. To make matters worse, the large 
twin moons of New Boril, once though to be so beautiful, create major 
magnetic disturbances, disrupting communications, equipment and 
even defensive shields set up to protect the mining interest. 

mining on the planet, over 3/4 of the initial colonists have left. One 
large manufacturing plant, located deep underground, is still in 
operation, producing components for sub-space equipment and data 

population, a second manufacturing plant would need to be built to 
ensure a return on investment. The system has no defense patrols or 
space forces beyond a hand full of light shuttles.
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World Log: Nydwell II
System Data
 System Name: Nydwell
  Map Coordinates: 1.62 S, 12.98 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 2
 Number of Satellites: 3
 Planetary Gravity: 0.8 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 10,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 33,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 346,400,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 32%
  Total Land Area: 110,848,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 19 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 30%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: 1%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 667663-78
  DEEFCDF/G(C)

 Nydwell II is a planet believed to have been seeded by the 
Preservers later in their reign throughout the galaxy. A beautifully 
tropical world, Nydwell II has extensive tropical coastlines and native 
fauna that is considered some of the most diverse in the region. Even 
Denobula’s extensive native life is paled in comparison to the billions 
of variations on species across Nydwell II.
 The humans who inhabit Nydwell II have begun their space 
exploration. Rockets and satellites are now almost common place, 
launched from several places on the planet. Three major launch 
complexes are located in the northern hemisphere. Nearly a dozen 
probes have already made it to the edge of the Nydwell system, and 
observations of the other planets is also in high gear.

that has spread to the entire planet and all six major representative 
governments. While there is little major rivalry between the planetary 
governments, proof of “extra terrestrial” life has been found on the 
planet - and the fear of some form of space invasion permeates the 
popular media.
 The Federation has in fact surveyed Nydwell II twice, and have 

power attempt a landing. Fortunately for the Nydwellians, conquest 

 The Orions pirates in the region have not been so accommodating. 
Monitors have detected several suspected Orion vessels passing 
through the system - some fairly close to Nydwell II. The Andorians 
have requested permission from the Federation council to post a 
small garrison at the outer edge of the Nydwell system, hoping to 

that they will be able to negotiate mining rights on Nydwell IV’s ice 

located two light-years outside the system awaiting the verdict.

World Log: Orion Recedentia
System Data
 System Name: Upsilon Centauri
  Map Coordinates: 1.75 S, 10.47 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1.2 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 15,400 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 48,400 km
  Total Surface Area: 745,100,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 55%
  Total Land Area: 484,315,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 28 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Cool Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 11%
  Radioactives: 19%
  Gemstones: 4%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Orion
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-88
  DDDDDDD/C(C)

 Orion Recedentia is by far the farthest known reach of the Orions 
in the Milky Way. It is unknown if the planet was settled by the Orions 
them selves or by one of the many races that controlled them over the 
years. However they arrived, the Orions have done what they always 

 With a population exceeding 1.9 billion, Orion Recedentia it 

to fend for them selves, the population established one of the only 
know “Colonial Military Defense Forces” ever recorded in Orion 
history. Unlike the aristocratic Navy found in the home colonies, 
the Recendentia naval forces are well trained and well funded. This 
has not stopped the locals from reaching out into the Outback and 
“appropriating” needed materials.
 Trade agreements are rampant on Orion Recedentia, with over 

the Outback. Dozens of various sized stations and orbital storage 
facilities compliment the hundreds of surface factories and industrial 
complexes found across the planet. Orion Recedentia’s moon also 
has a large number of “corporation” headquarters. 
 Despite their extensive colonization of the planet, Orion 

planet parcelled into large compounds and farms. The planet is 

production. Individual families and companies all have private trade 
agreements with many races through out the Outback.
 The Orion Recedentia naval forces consist mostly of purchased 
Romulan and Orion vessels shipped to the region. Only about 75 
vessels are in the navy, with most being class V or smaller. The 
number of transports is far greater, topping some 300 from many 
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World Log: Perfection
System Data
 System Name: Omicron Aurigae
  Map Coordinates: 1.55 S, 12.33 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 0.9 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 11,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 36,100 km
  Total Surface Area: 415,500,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 73%
  Total Land Area: 303,315,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 21 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Desert
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 13%
  Radioactives: 4%
  Gemstones: 5%
  Industrial Crystals: 2%
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Suliban
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999995-98
  EDEDDDD/C(B)

 Perfection is one of the few worlds settled by the Suliban after 
the destruction of their home world.  Settled in 2202, the population 
has grown rapidly, and now tops 16 million. Perfections high mineral 
content has made it a major manufacturer for the Suliban, who have 
established shipbuilding and production facilities both on the planet 
and in orbit. Perfections desert climate does require the purchase of 

are also in demand, making Perfection a popular destination for 

 Perfection is one of the only planets to have an open trade policy 
with the Romulans, which at the time of it’s establishment seemed 

government of Perfection has become well aware that it is now a 

after demanding terms that proved unfavorable to Perfection. Since 
then, the Gorn have launched several raids under the guise of “pirate” 
activity, forcing the Suliban to increase their military budget. 
 While perfection is not a military center, there are some 1200 
small “Cell” ship now in system, with dozens of larger vessels also 
operating in the region. Traders and shipping companies have begun 
to reduce their operations near Perfection for fear of being targeted. 
The Romulans have sent a squadron of ships to reinforce the system, 

with pressure from the Romulans further widening the rift. Many 

World Log: Prysha III
System Data
 System Name: Prysha
  Map Coordinates: 1.67 S, 9.58 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 3
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 0.9 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 11,900 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 37,400 km
  Total Surface Area: 444,900,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 38%
  Total Land Area: 169,062,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 22 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 36%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Ktarian)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 889993-87
  EDDDBDA/E(C)

 The Prysha system was originally surveyed shortly before the 
Romulan war by the Tellarites, who eventually decided that the tropical 
conditions were perfect for much of their needs. Unfortunately, plant 
life on the Prysha III proved an allergen to the Tellarites, who quickly 

initial landing location proved perfect for the Ktarian survey team who 
followed up on the Tellarite request for system surveys. Realizing they 
had to move quickly, the Ktarian’s sent hundreds of settlers and the 

world in the Outback. 
 Prysha III’s native plant life proved far too aggressive for the 
Ktarian native agricultural foliage, and in less than 30 years, the 
planet was forced to change from an agricultural planet to an industrial 
planet. Since that time, three major cities have been established, 
including a large industrial center that produces 90% of all high tech 
exports.
 Currently, the Ktarian home world supplies freighter and defense 
craft as well as much of the equipment needed to further settle the 
planet. Expansion has been slow on Prysha III due to the constant 
need for supplies and support. While high-tech goods are cheep and 
plentiful, simple staples and luxury goods must all be imported.
 To support it self, Prysha III has trade agreements with the 
Nicorri, Bolians and Orions, all of whom ships growing amounts of 

rare minerals must also be shipped to the planet. Only the large 
numbers of production facilities and industrial companies keep the 
costs of manufactured goods cheep.  It is clear that in recent years 

the costs of the colony. No space forces exist in-system, and only 
a token ground force are located in the main consulate. Orions and 
Nausican’s have been contracted as security forces for many of the 
planets corporations.
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System Data
 System Name: HW Virginis
  Map Coordinates: 2.50 S, 15.06 E 
Planetary Class: L
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 6
 Number of Satellites: 5
 Planetary Gravity: 0.9 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 12,200 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 38,300 km
  Total Surface Area: 467,600,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 46%
  Total Land Area: 215,096,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 25 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thin
  General Climate: Cool Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 17%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: 1%
  Industrial Crystals: 19%
  Special Minerals: 7%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 211211-53
  GGABGBA/A(D)

in being one of the very few habitable worlds to have multiple moons 
at varying orbits.

believed to have been seeded here some 20,000 years ago. 
Inhabitants are clearly from Terra’s Scandinaivian peoples and have 
adapted fairly well to the cold conditions that dominate the planet. 
Nearly every animal found on the planet is also believed to be a 

which is very reminiscent of Andorian forests, if nothing else. 

settled on nearly every continent. Even the extreme poles have small 
settlements. While the natives continue their expansion on the planet, 
they have progressed to a late bronze age level of industry. Trade 
and farming have spread across many continents and there are 

beautiful moons, or its 597 day long year, but from the startling view 
of the Vela pulsar, who’s light shines brightly in both hemispheres. 
Slightly visible in the day and startlingly beautiful at night, the pulsar 
has come to dominate much of the emerging religious culture on the 
planet. 
 The planets vast industrial crystal deposits have made it a 
target for the Romulan and Orions. Fear of attracting Gorn attention 
has prevented the Romulans from exploiting the planet, while fear 
of Romulan reprisal has driven the Orions underground. While the 

few “strangers” they’ve come across, the Orions have not bothered to 
hide their origins, and have even begun to take some slave to help in 
the mines.

World Log: Vulk V
System Data
 System Name: Vulk
  Map Coordinates: 0.94 S, 9.82 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 5
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1.2 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 17,500 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 55,000 km
  Total Surface Area: 962,100,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 45%
  Total Land Area: 432,945,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 32 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Cool Temperate
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 27%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Nicorri)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-88
  DDDDDDD/C(C)

 Vulk V is one of the older Nicorri colonies that has recently seen 

an independent world, with a thriving agricultural and industrial base 
that has allowed to government of Vulk V to open trade with other 
worlds. While Vulk V has no defense force of it’s own, it is able to send 
considerable tax revenue to the home world to help supplement the 
half dozen Nicorri patrol vessel near the system. Beyond this, Vulk V 

 Despite it’s predominantly cool climate, Vulk V has nearly a half 
dozen major metropolises and hundreds of large cities spread across 
it’s surface. Vulk V is now the second largest tech manufacturer in 
the Nicorri Empire, producing everything from starship components 
to farming equipment. This has created a trade boom and made 
Vulk V a popular destination for many tramp freighters and corporate 
conglomerates. Other industries are self sustaining on the planet, and 
the population has swelled to nearly 1.1 billion. 
 The Vulk system does have an unusual feature. Located 
between Vulk IV and V is a ring of cometary debris knows as the 
“Vulk Opals.” Twelve nearly symmetrical spheres of ice maintain an 
orbit that bring them within visual distance of Vulk V every 83 days. 

to compete with the Vulkrus II tourist industry. Ice hotels and “Stellar 
Tourist Observatories” have been built into the rock-hard ice. The 
eleventh ice world was converted to a Nicorri government outpost, 
and has since become an Imperial consulate and industrial center. 

for a posting on Vulk V-11.
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World Log: Worlenti’s World
System Data
 System Name: L Virginis
  Map Coordinates: 1.74 S, 10.79 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 2
 Planetary Gravity: 0.98 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 13,100 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 41,200 km
  Total Surface Area: 539,100,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 49%
  Total Land Area: 264,159,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 23 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 41%
  Radioactives: 33%
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999994-88
  EDDDDDD/C(B)

 Worlenti’s World is the last planet in the Virginis system, and 
the only one capable of supporting life. While the inner planets of 
the system are all lifeless rocks, they are rich in metals and radiative 
compounds, prized by many in the Outback. This has made Worlenti’s 
World both an industrial planet and a trade center for much of the 
Outback. 
 While humans dominate the racial makeup of the planet, some 
30 various races are also represented. Over 600 million inhabitants 
are spread across the planet in hundreds of settlements. Many are 
little better than frontier mining town. The southern hemisphere does 

While Worlenti’s World has a democracy, there is no overriding 
political sway towards one major government or the other. Many 
come to Worlenti’s to make their fortune, and leave having made it. 
Unfortunately for many, it take far longer than they realize to achieve 

for many. There is even a dissident Klingon presence of nearly 2000 

lodge in the far northern hemisphere. 
 As with most frontier mining/agriculture worlds, Worlenti’s 
attracts pirates, brigands and bounty hunters along with the 

planetary government, and as such each city and town maintain their 

can be detected through the system at any one time. Orion, Terran, 
Tellarite, Andorian, Vulcan, Bolian, and even Denobulan vessels are 
all privately owned and maintained. One large orbital space facility 
- Worlenti’s Station - is an independent city unto it’s self and is 
considered the gateway to the planet. Each of the major settlements 
maintain a “consulate” on the station. Dozens of independent vessels 
can often be seen docked at the station at any one time. 
 Despite the large number of vessels in the system, and the 
dozens of governments represented on the planet, Worlenti’s 
World, and the entire L Virginis system, is under the scrutiny of the 
Romulans and the Gorn. Although the Romlans do openly trade with 
several of the cities on Worlenti’s World, they have no compunction 
about launching a major attack on the planet should the conditions 
present them selves. Fortunately for those on Worlenti’s World, such 

conditions will most likely never happen. 
 Worlenti’s World is one of the few planets who maintain a 
ship repair facility. The cities of Jungleedge and North Dibandis 
both maintain repair docks and ground repair facilities. Jungleedge 
is believed to be less expensive for repairs as it has direct trade 
agreements with New Ashtown, the major component production city 
on the planet. However, North Dibandis maintains it’s orbital docks 
near Worlenti’s Station, making logistics quicker, although prices are 
higher. 
 Under the auspice of a mining agreement, the Gorn have 
established a “transport outpost” on the third planet near two of 
the mining settlement there. Using third-parties as negotiators, the 
Gorn have been able to set up a listening post, pointed not at the 
Romulans, but at the Federation. Gorn “transports”, which are in fact 
nothing more than scouts and cruisers, frequent the small base, bring 
in supplies and personnel on a rotating basis. Although no one has 

begins to ask questions. 
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World Log: Zdlin IV
System Data
 System Name: Zdlin
  Map Coordinates: 0.60 S, 9.92 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 4
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 13,120 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 41,200 km
  Total Surface Area: 540,800,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 31%
  Total Land Area: 167,648,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 24 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Terrestrial
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 36%
  Radioactives: 6%
  Gemstones: 6%
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: Trace
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999993-88
  DDDDDDD/B(C)

 Zdlin IV is so similar to Terra that only its position in the system 
surprised explorers when they discovered it. Sometimes called “New 
Earth” by the settlers, Zdlin was as close to perfection as could be 
imagined by the Terrans and Alpha Centaurains who settled here. 

relations with it’s home worlds in an attempt to keep from being 

rather than colonization took center stage. Zdlin soon found its self 

years, the Zdlins made the decision to formally declare independence 

 Since that time, the colony has expanded exponentially, with 

every year has swelled the population to nearly one million, the 

independent. They have opened negotiations with the Gorn recently, 
although there has been little progress. Unbeknownst to most on 
Zdlin, the Romulans do covet the large deposits of metals found on the 
planet. The Romulans have scheduled an invasion of the planet once 
the situation with the Gorn normalizes. The Zdlin government has 
secretly contracted with both Star Fleet and Nausican mercenaries to 
come to the aid of Zdlin IV should the need arise. Two squadrons of 
Federation ships under the command of Star Base 18 are assigned 
to respond to Zdlin IV when needed. While there is a trade agreement 

no mutual defense agreement. Zdlin maintains a small space force 
of some 10 scouts and gunboats. Numerous companies also have in 
excess of 100 freighters and cargo vessels that ply the spaceways. A 
third are usually “in port” at any one time.

World Log: Zuthrith
System Data
 System Name: Kappa Centauri
  Map Coordinates: 1.57 S, 14.49 E
 Planetary Class: M
Planetary Data
 Position in System: 3
 Number of Satellites: 1
 Planetary Gravity: 1.13 g
 Planetary Size
  Diameter: 14,800 km
  Equatorial Circumference: 46,500 km
  Total Surface Area: 688,100,000 sq. km
  Percent Land Mass: 24%
  Total Land Area: 165,144,000 sq. km
 Planetary Conditions
  Length of Day: 27 hrs
  Atmospheric Density: Thick
  General Climate: Tropical
 Mineral Content
  Normal Metals: 25%
  Radioactives: Trace
  Gemstones: Trace
  Industrial Crystals: Trace
  Special Minerals: 2%
Cultural Data
 Dominant Life Form: Human (Orion)
 Technological/Sociopolitical Index: 999992-88
  DDDDDDE/C(D)

 The third planet in the Kappa Centauri system, Zuthrith was 

is surprisingly crowded for a sub giant star, with over 15 planets 
in various orbits. Mining colonies are established on six of these 
planets, and two large helium/deuterium production stations are 
located around the outermost gas giants. A very thin asteroid belt is 
located half way to the outer edge of the system and is believed to 
have been a habitable planet at one point.
 Zuthrith itself is primarily tropical in nature, with only a minor 
icecap on the southern continent. Water covers much of the planet, 
with large tropical forests extending hundreds of kilometers from the 
planets equator. Zuthrith’s one small moon, only 2/3 the size of Terras, 
does have an eccentric orbit producing extremely unusual tides. Mud 

 At one point, Zuthrith supported nearly 950 million Orions who 
established over 150 major cities across the planet. Industry and trade 

system. But Zuthrith was still a tremendous distance from the Orion 
home worlds, well outside the established boarders of Orion Space. 
When the “Contractions and Reverse” began, Zuthrith was one of the 

home.
 When a small asteroid was detected heading for Zuthrith, 
arguments began immediately on who would fund the movement or 
destruction of the danger - thousands joined in on the debate. When 
no one family or corporation would fund the project, all out war nearly 

transports and family owned ship to return to Orion space. In less 
than 25 years, the population dropped to 100 million. Dozens of 
cities were reduced to a mere fraction of the population. By 1400 AD, 
much of Zuthrith had been reduced to a pre-warp society, which has 
continued to this day.
 The Zuthrith has recovered somewhat, with primitive warp 
vessels still in use within the system. In the early 2000’s, minor trade 
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Zuthrith began a slow climb back from it’s former darkness. Trade 
and growth are once again bringing the Orions on Zuthrith the ability 
to purchase new items from their neighbors. Agreements with the 
Bolians, Nicorri and even several Federation interests continue to 

position as of late. The Gorn have signed a minor trade agreement in 
exchange for mining rights on several planets. Unnervingly, massive 
production facilities have spring up seemingly overnight, with the 

even monitor the Gorn presence in the system. Many are well aware 
that the Romulans will most likely attack these production facilities, 
and that the Romulans will also take little notice of anyone who is 

most remaining Orion family on the planet are instead purchasing 
high-speed transports with plans simply to leave when the inevitable 

conduct their lives in typically Orion fashion. The salve trade is very 
minor on Zuthrith, and several large scale family ranches are still 
maintained. There remains no central government on the planet, with 
a gathering of families every four years to agree on planetary policy. 
 To date, the Zuthrithie have purchased nearly 50 starships from 
various sources, including Xindi, Nicorri, Bolian, Tellarite, Federation 
and even several Gorn vessels. There are no actual shipbuilding 
facilities in the system. Five space stations orbit Zuthrith proper, with 
one small station in orbit around the moon. Nearly 20 other derelict 
stations are in orbit as well, some hundreds of years old. Despite their 
age, they remain in orbit and are often scavenged for parts.
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Name:  Daykisius vek-Morol
Rank/Title: Grand Counselor
Current Position: Planetary Leader - New Boril

Race: Barolian
Age: 60
Sex: M

Attributes:
  STR - 42 CHA  - 60
  END  - 61 LUC - 73
  INT  - 63 PSI - 12
  DEX  - 52 

Combat Statistics:
 To-Hit Numbers: Bare Handed Damage: 1d10+x
  Modern:  xx   AP: xx
  HTH: xx

     Rate
Administration     73
Language*     
 Galactic     87
 Romulan     62
 Nicorri     53
Medical Sciences
 Psychology - General Humanoid  32
Negotiation/Diplomacy    69
Social Sciences
 Economics      42
 Law     
  Federation     39
  Romulan     43
  Interstellar     22
Trade and Commerce    77

Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:
 Daykisius is slightly darker grey than other Barolians. 

Brief Personal History:
 Birthplace: North Jevosa, Boril
 Daykisius has been a politician and tradesman all his 
life, beginning his career with his uncle who traded with 

an attempted hijacking of a cargo transfer, Daykisius was 
allowed to run the cargo transfer division of the family 
business. After his uncle retired, he took control and spent 
nearly 10 years expanding the streamlining the business, 
moving into the CEO position and eventually taking co-
control of the company with his younger sister. When 
contracts for trade agreements from New Boril were 
established, Daykisius decided to move the company 
headquarters and brought nearly 3,000 workers with him. 

vek-Morol industries was trading with the a number of 
Federation worlds as well as independent governments 
throughout known space. The company continued to 

expand, purchasing new ships, establishing new bases 
and regional headquarters and eventually branching 
out to new products and services.
 At this point, the planetary leader of New Boril 
retired early, naming Daykisius as his successor. While 
Daykisius had dealings with almost every Governor and 
Regional Counselor on the planet, many wondered if 

Counselor. Now in his eleventh year as planetary 
leader, Daykisius has seen the population on New Boril 
explode with prosperity. Daykisius has no desire to 
change his political position or the overall internal and 
external operations of planetary operations.

Personality:
Motivations/Desires/Goals:
 While wealth is not his driving goal, Daykisius does 

by the motto that he will succeed when his juniors 
succeed. This has ensured that he treats his underlings 

 However, Daykisius is shrewd when dealing with 
corporate and political leaders. His primary desire 
is to ensure that his home company, which he is still 
technically CEO of, and New Boril come out ahead 
in some measure. Daykisius’ belief that even a single 

ensure that he remain a popular leader.
 Unfortunately, recent pressure from Orion and 

Gorn negotiations has ment that Daykisius must now 
spend time focusing on a military buildup in the New 
Boril system. While Boril Prime has sent ships and 
personnel to bolster the meager defenses of New Boril, 
Daykisius’ must administer the military bureaucracy, a 
proposition he does not like.
Manner:
 While easy going, Daykisius can be hard lined 
during negotiations, wether personal or political. He 
stays quiet when requiring support from underlings, but 
will pull them aside later and reward them handsomely. 
This makes is general mannerisms seem slightly 

Special Knowledge/Powers:
 Daykisius has one extremely unusual vice - Orion 
women. Although Daykisius is not married, he does 
have an assistant who help him hide this vice. Daykisius 
has had three lovers since being put in touch which 
Budug the Wealthy, the local Orion merchant prince. 
Daykisius has freed each of his concubines after three 
years of service - the same length as all Barolian trade 
agreements. So far, only Daykisius, his assistant and 
Budug are aware of the arrangement. All three of his 

positions in vek-Morol industries. 

Personalities
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Name:  Tenk Omalla the Embolden
Rank/Title: Pirate Prince
Current Position: Fleet Master
Race: Orion
Age: 46
Sex: M

Attributes:
  STR - 62 CHA  - 83
  END  - 58 LUC - 59
  INT  - 70 PSI - 04
  DEX  - 60 

Combat Statistics:
 To-Hit Numbers: Bare Handed Damage: 1d10+2
  Modern:  52   AP: 10
  HTH: 49

     Rate
Bribery      53
Carousing     82
Cryptology     43
Forgery      38
Gaming - Poker     59
Leadership     83
Negotiation/Diplomacy    64
Small Vessel Pilot     83
Starship Combat, Strategy/Tactics   49
Trade and Commerce    43
Value Estimation     35

Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:
 Tenk is average height and build from an Orion, yet 
walks with a slight limp.

Brief Personal History:
 Birthplace: Tolbree, Coridan
 Tenk’s history is as quiet as an Orion’s can be. Born 
into a moderately powerful family, Tenk and his brothers, 
older and younger, all became merchants, smugglers and 
traders throughout most of the Federation. With no real 
ties to his birthplace, Tenk soon found that the less-legal 
abilities of a pirate-ship owner were to his liking. 
 Tenk learned quickly to ways of a Fleet Master and the 
skills needed to successfully run an Orion organization. 

to decline membership in the Orion Syndicate, preferring 
to ply his trade with his loyal crew and trusty ship. 
 Tenk soon discovered that his family name won him 
no friends in the Triangle, and in fact was a danger to 

When three of his brothers were killed by bounty hunters, 
Tenk took his ship (along with his younger sisters small 
enterprise) and headed to a relatively unknown Outback.
 Tenk easily expanded his small empire, and soon 
became one of the very few non-Gorn to trade openly with 

Tenk is though to be able to procure the unusual and 

rare items that Gorn front line soldiers long for, and has 

shipping lanes into the Gorn Hegemon. Currently, Tenk 

2, apparently shipping rare minerals and food delicacies 
to and from the base cheaper than anyone else in the 
region.
 However, this operation is in fact a cover for Tenk’s 
information business. He sells many of these items 

immediate subordinates maintain covert communication 

except the Romulans. Were it not for his family name, 
Tenk would happily supply the Romulans with details 
about their new enemy.

Personality:
Motivations/Desires/Goals:
 Tenk hopes beyond hope to be the one and only 
supplier of information to the Gorn in the upcoming 

goings of Star Fleet, the Nicorri, the Klingons and others in 
the region. Tenk also has the ear of several Barolian and 

details about the current Romulan position.
 Tenk is planning on turning over the reigns of his 
current space operations to his son, under the watchful 
eye of his aunt. Tenk’s sister remains a capable, if 

even some legitimate business practices. Tenk hopes to 
soon sit back and become a full-time information broker.
Manner:
 Tenk is aware that he is in a somewhat unusual 
position. He has yet to obtain the major data needed 

who may, at any moment, call in a favor and force Tenk 

data they want. None the less, Tenk is a visionary, biding 
his time. Where his son is concerned, Tenk is surprisingly 

he is a master at letting his son (and others in his 
organization) learn lessons, even painful ones, before 
stepping in just when the lesson turns from learning to 
loss. This has actually made Tenk a strange mentor to 
numerous members of his organization.

Special Knowledge/Powers:
 Tenk trades secretly with S’Stelk, the local Gorn 

obtain. Tenk in fact manufactures the mineral himself at 
some cost to ensure he has a supply for S’Stelk, his chief 
source of information concerning the Gorn.
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Name:  S’Stelk
Rank/Title: Zone Commander
Current Position: Military Leader - Gorn boarder
Race: Gorn
Age: 51
Sex: Male

Attributes:
  STR - 92 CHA  - 16
  END  - 97 LUC - 66
  INT  - 61 PSI - 03
  DEX  - 39 

Combat Statistics:
 To-Hit Numbers: Bare Handed Damage: 1d10+2
  Modern:  52   AP: 10
  HTH: 49

     Rate
Administration     63
Intelligence Procedures    34 
Language*     
 Orion     40 
 Galactic     34
 Nicorri     29 
 Suliban     23
Leadership     74
Negotiation/Diplomacy    43
Personal Combat, Armed   67
Personal Combat, Unarmed   39
Small Unit Tactics     69
Starship Combat, Strategy/Tactics   63
Trade and Commerce    24
Trivia - Orion Bartending   29

Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:
 S’Stelk’s scales are more reddish than green as he 
enters middle age. His eyes are also more gold than the 
traditional silver of youth. This makes him distinctive, 
even among Gorn.

Brief Personal History:
 Birthplace: Gornethor
 S’Stelk rose through the military ranks in such a 
typical fashion, it is surprising to many that he holds the 
rank he does. None the less, his experience in combat 
and negotiation has made him the ideal commander for 
the area.
 S’Stelk served onboard the back-up vessel for the 
Sestus III attack, learning nearly as much as the primary 
crew who conducted the raid. Even after negotiations with 
the Federation began, S’Stelk opposed any concessions 
and talked of open war. After watching many of his fellow 
Wing Commanders be censured and some even removed 
from command, S’Stelk quieted and decided to launch an 
underground war against the Federation. However, shortly 

carrying out his plans. He instead quickly learned that his 
penchant for military strategy and languages made him 
an excellent negotiator and combat leader. S’Stelk soon 
transferred to the boarder of Gorn space where he was 

trade and negotiation styles of those around him, S’Stelk 
proved up to the task, being one of the few Gorn who 
could “think down” to the levels of those sent to negotiate 
trade rights. S’Stelk quickly rose to Area Commander, 

some political wrangling, Zone Commander over the 
entire Gorn southern region.

Personality:
Motivations/Desires/Goals:
 S’Stelk is one of the few who truly understands the 
minds and hearts of the non-reptilians around him. While 
he rarely agrees with their motives and desires, he is 
able to empathies with them and use it to his advantage. 
He also understand that trade and communication with 
outsiders can often get him both information and tangible 

 However, S’Stelk is also keenly aware that military 

when applied correctly. S’Stelk knows that numerous 
worlds in the Outback region could be colonized with little 
or no opposition due to their climate and undesirability for 
humanoids. By cultivating a balance of friendly trade and 
brute force, S’Stelk is ready to expand with a half dozen 
colonies in the Outback.
Manner:
 While very “alien” to those he negotiates with, he is 

but dangerous once his ire is up.

Special Knowledge/Powers:
 S’Stelk knows more about their latest enemy than 
anyone else in the Hegemon. While he is able to deal 
with the manipulations of the Orions and Suliban or the 
overly-peaceful pretense of the Nicorri or Federation, 

opponent, bent on military conquest rather than simple 
expansion. He has been able to convey this to his fellow 
leaders, leading to the current military buildup. S’Stelk has 
analyzed the few pieces of information that the Gorn have 
managed to collect and is keenly aware that a massive 

secretive covert strikes.
 S’Stelk is also aware of the Klingon presence and 
knows that they are attempting to accelerate the time 
table for war. To counter this, he has ordered several 
small squads of hunter-killer units to harass the Klingons 
when (and if) they can be found.
 S’Stelk uses a rare relaxant mineral before negotiating 
with non-reptillians, which may explain why he is not 

less does negotiate from a position of power.
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Name: Endiri Covtek
Rank/Title: General of Frontier Operation
Current Position: Commander Romulan Forces
Race: Romulan
Age: 98
Sex: Male

Attributes:
  STR - 89 CHA  - 64
  END  - 87 LUC - 43
  INT  - 73 PSI - 18
  DEX  - 59 

Combat Statistics:
 To-Hit Numbers: Bare Handed Damage: 1d10+2
  Modern:  52   AP: 10
  HTH: 49

     Rate
Administration     62
Clandestine Operations    23
Computer Operation    63
Intelligence Procedures    62 
Interrogation     53
Language*     99
 Barolian     36 
 Galactic     52
 Orion     21
 Vulcan     62
Leadership     74
Negotiation/Diplomacy    59
Security Procedures    72
Small Unit Tactics     80
Species Culture/History*   99
 Federation     37
 Orion     23
 Barolian     29
Starship Combat, Strategy/Tactics   70

Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:
 Endiri is becoming older and he shows it. Although 
still strong and capable, he has gained some weight and 
begun to go grey. 

Brief Personal History:
 Birthplace: Kalabestasz

and recommendation by his superiors. After 15 years of 
service, he caught the attention of the Tal Shiar and was 

 This brought Endiri into contact with a number of 

he cultivated favors and political power. Using some of 
this clout, Endiri spent 11 years as a combat commander, 
engaging the Klingons in over a dozen battles. His success 

brought him even greater notoriety and he soon returned 
home as a deputy commander for Frontier Operations. 
This position suited him well as it gave him the chance to 
command combat forces and yet direct exploration and 
exploitation operations throughout the northern empire. 

he now has. 

Personality:
Motivations/Desires/Goals:
 Endiri hopes to secure vast swaths of space for 
the empire with the idea of strengthening the empire’s 
Road to the Stars. Endiri is a man of action, preferring to 
surround him self with those who can take change without 

than is currently assigned to his sector with the idea of 
garrisoning local planets as soon a possible.
Manner:
 Endiri is surprisingly cordial, even with his 
subordinates. However, he is almost vulcan-like in his 
calculation and interaction with non-Romulans. He has 
had his share of personal tragedy at the hands of the 
Klingons and hopes to be able to take some time to wipe 
out the local Klingon “infestation” that is so far from home. 
He remains focused on the local military build-up, though, 

Special Knowledge/Powers:
 Endiri is one of the few along the boarder who truly 
knows the extent of the Gorn threat. His position of 

scout and Gorn cruiser allowed him to know details that 
others are unaware of. He is also keenly aware through 
his Tal Shiar connections that the current status of the 

 Endiri has been given extensive, although  mainly 
undocumented, power directly from the Senate to build 
up local forces and activate reserve units in the region. 
He has since hired Nausican, Suliban, Orion and others 

they can about the looming threat. To help destabilize 
the region, he has covertly hired over two dozen pirate 
and mercenary vessels to attack legitimate trade vessels, 
exploration and research units in the region.
 To date, the plan seems to be working. The Nicorri, 
Federation, Gorn and even Barolians have no real idea 
that it is the Romulan who are pulling the strings. Constant 
attacks against shipping and outposts across the region 
remain the work various pirate groups. Endiri controls 
this by using an Orion merchant who purchases stolen 

is in fact brainwashed and is (currently) unaware that his 
mysterious benefactor is a Romulan. While the cost of 
this operation is high, it is, so far, still less expensive than 
full scale mobilization.
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Miztelk Tesh’ Etka
Rank/Title: Govenor General
Current Position: Planetary Leader - Prysha III
Race: Ktarian
Age: 37
Sex: M

Attributes:
  STR - 57 CHA  - 49
  END  - 49 LUC - 53
  INT  - 70 PSI - 07
  DEX  - 68 

Combat Statistics:
 To-Hit Numbers: Bare Handed Damage: 1d10+2
  Modern:  52   AP: 10
  HTH: 49

     Rate
Administration     42
Computer Operation    53
Leadership     61
Negotiation/Diplomacy    59
Trade and Commerce    39

Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:
 Miztelk has slit pupils wider than others Ktarians.

Brief Personal History:
 Birthplace: Xelt, Ktaris
 Miztelk has been in the diplomatic service since 
completing his primary studies. He served as a second-

he was given the change to assume responsibility on 
Prysha III. 

Personality:
Motivations/Desires/Goals:
 Miztelk requested assignment to Prysha III when 
he realized that the planet would need to switch to a 
production base, rather than an agricultural system. He 
hoped that it would both boost his career and increase his 
wealth, factors that have so far come to fruition.
Manner:
 Miztelk is becoming more nervous as the years 
progress. He is keenly aware that the entire planets wealth 
and survival relies on successful negotiations and trade 
agreements. However, the increase in military needs is 
quickly surpassing Miztelk’s comfort zone. He is hopeful 
that a military leader will not be called in to replace him, 

Special Knowledge/Powers:

operation. He has agreements with several Ktarian 
freighter commanders to bring secure packages to 
associates on the home world. 

Brelind Zuring’ Jev
Rank/Title: Outpost Manager
Current Position: Planetary Leader - Guzin VIII-b
Race: Ktarian
Age: 49
Sex: F

Attributes:
  STR - 48 CHA  - 81
  END  - 43 LUC - 60
  INT  - 59 PSI - 04
  DEX  - 72 

Combat Statistics:
 To-Hit Numbers: Bare Handed Damage: 1d10+2
  Modern:  52   AP: 10
  HTH: 49

     Rate
Administration     21
Carousing     63
Demolitions     42
Mechanical Engineering    53
Small Equipment Sys. Operation   62
Streetwise     41
Trade and Commerce    29

Distinguishing Physical Characteristics:
 Brelind is extremely beautiful, easily attracting the 
attention of anyone in the room.

Brief Personal History:
 Birthplace: Bre’ Township, Kraris
 Even at a young age, Brelind sought out places where 
her looks would not make her the center of attention. 
Because of this, her studies took her in the direction of 
mining and exploration, rather than a more traditional 

 Because of her desire not to be ogled and used as a 
trophy, she has spend many years in the seedier parts of 
Ktarian society, learning some skills to help keep her safe. 
Although she has had a number of close calls, she has 
never been seriously hurt.
 Her current assignment was a gift from a former lover, 
who promoted her within his company at her request. 

Personality:
Motivations/Desires/Goals:
 Brelind loves the fact that she is far from the social 
life of Ktaria and out on the fringes. She hopes to become 
involved with local military leaders to help cement her 
position as Outpost Manager.
Manner:
 Brelind is one of the few people in the Guzin system 

soldiers and tradesman when need be, but is popular, 
even with the undesirables who live and work in system.
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Name: Deldron Shipping
UFPSC Symbol: N/A
  Starcity, Nicorri III
 President/CEO: Sivenka Shrioll
 Chartering Organization: Bank of Barolia
 Founding Date: 2193

Principle Divisions:
 Division Name: Deldron Exports
  Division Head: Skenth Magrit
  Chief Product: Mineral Exports
 Division Name: Deldron Processing, Inc.
  Division Head: Kteskin Joltz
  Chief Product: Ore processing

 Price/Date: 37.7 Cr on 1/1/2287
 Dividend: 1.37 Cr
Balance Sheet, Year End: 2286

Cash Assets Ratio
1,980 MCr. 2,773 MCr. 793 MCr. 3.4

Business Summary:
 Deldron is the largest Nicorri industry in the Outback 

both main divisions also contract out to nearly twice 
that number of merchants and mining vessels. To date, 
the company owns two dozen smelting and processing 
centers both within and outside Nicorri space proper. 
 Currently, Deldron has a major sub-contract with 

Nearly two dozen small manufacturing plants are all 
interconnected by Deldron planetary and interstellar 
transports. 

Name: Multi-System Mover
UFPSC Symbol: N/A
  Mol Township, Orion Recidentis
 President/CEO: Sneaky Peat
 Founding Date: 2263

Principle Divisions:
 Division Name: MM Shipping
  Division Head: Oldenthia 
  Chief Product: Material Transportation
 Division Name: MM Storage and Processing
  Division Head: Skorgond
  Chief Product: Materials Storage

 Price/Date: 88.3 Cr on 1/1/2287
 Dividend: 12.03 Cr
Balance Sheet, Year End: 2286

Cash Assets Ratio
9,728 MCr. 6,742 MCr. 2,986 MCr. 2.25

Business Summary:

transport and storage companies in the Outback region, 
and is a massive front for Orion smuggling operations 
throughout the area. The companies legitimate shipping 

planets. Huge security forces and space assets help 
protect and transport a vast array of materials for over 

However, this vast array of transports and warehouses 
pales in comparison with the smuggling operations that 
net nearly twice the stated income for the company. 
 Currently run by Peat Omalla, known as “Sneaky 
Peat”, MM’s two division currently make their greatest 

territories 

Name: Nova Computer Systems
UFPSC Symbol: N/A
  Astivi IV
 President/CEO: Quilixia Doradia
 Chartering Organization: Astivi Planetary Congress
 Founding Date: 2220

Principle Divisions:
 Division Name: NSC Manufacturing
  Division Head: Senethia Quoltak
  Chief Product: Computer Components

 Price/Date: 3.7 Cr on 1/1/2287
 Dividend: .13 Cr
Balance Sheet, Year End: 2286

Cash Assets Ratio
920 Mcr. 1,117 MCr. 2,012 MCr. 0.55

Business Summary:
 NCS is one of the very few companies on Astivi IV to 

to manufacture any type of computer to amazingly 

raw material for manufacturing. 
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Trek books, games and works, major regions of war and 

Since it’s inception, the region of space between the 
Gorns and the Romulans was intended as an area of 

 The Outback is not intended as a lawless frontier 
area like the Triangle, but as an area where combat and 

and worlds in the region are intended to be neutral and 
places of exploration and discovery. While the Federation 
and it’s allies do indeed have a presence here, the major 
players are the Gorn and the Romulans. 
 This work is written from the standpoint of players 
in the early and mid 2280’s, but can be adapted to later 

themselves trying to discover information about their new 
enemy - the Gorn, while Orion players may spend time 

numerous anomalies and defending them selves from 
both Gorn and Romulan attack. Even the Klingon, so 
far from their home support, would need to balance 
negotiation, subterfuge and bold-faced aggressions to 
take the resources they need.
 Where as in the Triangle supplement, players who 
are characters from the major governments must be 
somewhat cautious in their use of force, the Outback 
has no such restrictions. While subtlety is less costly 
than brute force, the application of a well place orbital 
bombardment or the landing of large numbers of troops 
can often change the outcome of a negotiation or trade 
deal.
 Game masters should allow players a slightly more 
expansive use of resources and options not found in more 
traditional FASA Star Trek adventures.  This doesn’t mean 
games should end with a bloodbath or similar conclusion; 
only that players can call on more options. Despite this 
ability, such options may be days or even weeks away. 

shipping and transporting even the most basic supplies 
throughout the region. Because resources are found in 
only small amount spread across large areas, few major 
corporations are willing to invest the money to establish, 
and more importantly protect, regular shipping routes. 
This has made the area a bonanza for the smaller and 
independent trader who is willing to ships everything 
from cloth and textiles to anti-matter and dilithium. Well 
over 20,000 small mining operations are spread across 
hundreds of star systems. In comparison, less than 100 
agricultural colonies have been established. Even fewer 
manufacturing facilities have been established outside 
the inhabited systems in the area. 

Adventure Ideas

restrictions for creating adventures in the Outback. Free 

FASA adventures can easily create hours of fun. The 
Outback also allows for the adaptation of novels and 
adventures from other game systems. The traditional 

from this area, allowing the creation of less “traditional” 
Star Trek adventures. 
 Below is a list of possible adventures that can be 
incorporated into a wide range of campaign settings in 
the Outback. 

• 
someone to transport 6 tons of industrial tools to a 
distant colony. However, adventures quickly learn that 

“alternative compensation.”

• Adventurers learn that a Kaferian roboticist named 
Au’Kaloo needs someone to hunt down and destroy a 
rogue exploration robot. Further investigation reveals 
that Au’Kaloo was banned from his work inside the 

• 

package to anyone who will explore the GS-2576 
system. For some reason, Clezal doesn’t seem to 
want to use any of his own personnel for the job.

• A Borillian merchant named Omic has put out a 

race is on to investigate a spatial anomaly which 
has been detected near by. But what are the strange 
metalic spheres that keep appearing near the site?

• A guarded crime lord named Becce Bennand needs 
someone to investigate the mysterious disappearance 
of the storage station above Nydwell VIII. The culprit 
proves to be a dangerous alien creature.

• A Nicorri aristocrat named Jana Swarder needs 
someone to investigate the GS-2255 diamond star. 
But the system is crawling with Romulan scouts and 

Gamemastering the Outback
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The OUTBACK
Caught between three great powers, the Outback is a place of few 
resources yet incredible opportunity. War is comming and the race is on 

staunchly independent, the Outback hold secrets and opportunities for 
the hardiest of explorers and traders. Mercinaries, trade negotiatiors, 
explorers and frontiersmen abound in this quiet corner of the Beta 
quadrant.


